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A'Soup-or birthday gesture

By JOHN WRIGHT
jwnght@murrayledger.com
With numerous roads either closed or damaged from
the combination of two harsh
winters and July rainfall totals
that set an all-time county record,the Calloway Fiscal Court
Tuesday opted to face the problem head on.
By a unanimous vote,
the magistrates approved an
amendment to the 2017 fiscal
year budget that called for the
emergency transfer of $1.5 million from the general fund to
the county's road fund in order
for the Calloway County Road
Department to combat the rash
of road issues that have developed, particularly in the past
month. That is when a rash of
closures were made necessary
due to a series of washouts that
left dangerous gaps in some
roads after more than 17 inches of rain fell in the month, the
most ever for a single month.
"It's no mystery that we haven't really had enough money for our road fund in quite a
while, and we've been trying
to play catch-up with all of
our problems," said Calloway
County Judge/Executive Larry Elkins during Tuesday's
special-called meeting of the
Fiscal Court. "So I talked to
(Calloway County Treasurer
Anita Gallimore) about this
and we've decided that this is
something we need to do at this
particular time.
"We are going to continue

By JOHN WRIGHT
lwrightg murrayledgercom

Photo provided

Elijah Dowell celebrated his seventh birthday in July by asking friends and family attending the
party to donate to Soup for
the Soul in Murray.

7-year-old boy wanted gifts to benefit a good causes
By DEBBIE BATTEIGER
dbatteiger@ murrayiedgercom
Every year, Almo residents Scott and
Danielle Dowell let their children choose a
theme for their birthday parties.
Last year after their son Elijah had just
turned 6,Danielle said he already was planning his seventh.
"It was a couple months later and he said
'I want to have a God party,'" she said."We

discussed what that meant. He t44d us that items such as paper towels,toilet paper and
he wanted to do what God wanted him to canned food,Danielle said he wanted donado."
tions to buy Bibles for "people who don't
She said that the family decided that for know God yet."
Elijah's seventh birthday, which was on
"We were so humbled by this (idea),"
July 2 of this year, he would ask friends she said. "Enough money was donated to
and family attending the party - instead of purchase 28 Gideon Bibles."
buying him gifts - to brings donations for
Elijah told his parents he wanted a typSoup for the Soul,located at 411 Maple St., ical birthday party but it had to be within
Murray.
In addition to asking people to donate
See BIRTHDAY Page 2A

See TRANSFER Page 2A
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"How great you are,0
Sovereign LORD! There is
no one like you, and there is
no God but you, as we have
heard with our own ears."
2 Samuel 7:22

By JOHN WRIGHT
jwright@murrayledgercom
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Water from heavy rains Tuesday morning was still evident in the afternoon along
Brandon Road just north of Hazel.

National Weather Service observer Justin Holland says it is too early
to be thinking that another monthly
rainfall record will be set in Calloway
County.
However, August has started ominously. Monday and Tuesday, some
parts of the county received as much
as 2 inches of rain from an early-morning thunderstorm, the results
of which were still visible on several
local roads and highways that afternoon with water still flowing over

some of those paths.
"And the scary thing is, as of yet.
we haven't even had any of this rain
from a tropical system," he said.
"Typically, we do get one, maybe
two that come from the Gulf of Mexico and the remnants move through
this area and can dump a lot of rain.
There is nowhere for the rain to run
off. The ground is so saturated. We
need at least a week of dry weather,
but there's no end in sight right now."
Holland said another potential
heavy rain system was expected to
o• See HOLLAND Page 2A

Democrats have annual Bean Dinner at Village

GOP heads to Kenlake State Park Friday

Staff Report
The 21st annual Marshall County
Bean Dinner is Friday, with government
officials and hopefuls from around the
state converging at Kentucky Dam Village State Park in Gilbertsville in preparation for the annual Fancy Farm Picnic
on Saturday.
Matt Jones from Kentucky Sports
Radio is the emcee for the event. Susanna French, chair of the Marshall County
Democratic Party, said she reached out
to Jones and thought he would be a good
fit for the dinner.

Staff Report
Area Republican Party members will
prepare for the annual political combat
known as the Fancy Farm Picnic with a
large get-together Friday in Aurora.
In a release, Calloway County GOP
Chairman Greg DeLancey said that
the annual Night Before Fancy Farm
Fish Fry will feature most of the party's heavy hitters statewide, starting at
5 p.m. at the Kenlake State Resort Park
Tennis Center. The GOP parties of Calloway and Marshall counties co-host the
event.

"I know he has
been doing a lot of
work for the Democratic Party, and I
thought he'd be a
great draw for the
party and for Marshall County," she said.
Kentucky officials in attendance will
be Kentucky State Rep. and Majority
Caucus Chair Sannie Overly, Kentucky
Attorney General Andy Beshear and
Secretary of State Alison Lundergan
)0. See DEMOCRATS Page 3A
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The case of a Mayfield man
accused of causing the deaths
of four family members last
November in Calloway County
was continued Tuesday.
Calloway Commonwealth
Attorney Mark Blankenship
asked for the continuance from
Judge James T. Jameson after it
was learned that the crime laboratory in charge of processing
the evidence had not been able
to handle those duties yet in the
case of Pascasio Pacheco, 21.
Blankenship said he discussed
the case with Pacheco's attorneys, Cheri Riedel and Joanne
Lynch, Monday and the mutual
decision was reached to ask for
the continuance.
Jameson then granted that
motion, setting the next court
date in the case for 1 p.m. Sept.
20.
"We still don't have discovery," Blankenship told Jameson
of the situation."Discovery" is
a legel ism for evidence to be •
shared with opposing attorneys
before a trial.
"We have been in touch with
the lab, though, and they are
aware of our situation," he said.
"They have told us that another
case has come to their attention
that requires their time right
now. I have been told that when

Holland: First part of August
offers no relief from rainfall
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Headlining the
card are Kentucky's
junior U.S. Sen.
Rand Paul, Gov.
Matt Bevin, Lt.
Gov. Jenean Hampton and the GOP's
nominee for 1st District Congressman,
James Corner, the former Kentucky agriculture commissioner.
"The event, which has become a favorite Republican-only gathering, is a
See GOP Page 3A
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Daily Forecast
Today: A 30 percent
chance of showers and
thunderstorms, mainly
after 1pm. Mostly cloudy,
with a high near 91. Calm
wind becoming north
northwest around 5 mph
in the afternoon.
Tonight: A 30 percent
chance of showers and
thunderstorms, mainly before lam. Mostly
cloudy, with a low around
73. North wind around 5
mph becoming calm in
the evening.
Thursday: A 20 percent chance of showers
and thunderstorms. Mostly sunny, with a high near
93. Calm wind becoming

west around 6 mph in the
morning.
Thursday Night: Mostly clear, with a low around
74. Light and variable
wind.
Friday: A 20 percent
chance of showers and
thunderstorms. Mostly
sunny, with a high near
92. Calm wind becoming
west around 6 mph in the
morning. ,
Friday Night: A slight
chance of showers and
thunderstorms. Partly
cloudy, with a low around
74. Light west southwest
wind.
Saturday: A chance
of showers and thunderstorms. Partly sunny, with
a high near 90. Calm wind
becoming west northwest around 6 mph in the
morning.
Saturday Night: A
chance of showers and
thunderstorms. Mostly
cloudy, with a low around
72. North wind around 5
mph becoming calm in
the evening.
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II TRANSFER of $1.5 million for road repairs...
From front

JOHN WRIGHT / Ledger & Times
The Clarks River usually resembles a calm creek in the area
of Martin Chapel Road just south of Murray, but that was not
the case Tuesday afternoon as it was flowing rapidly below
a bridge following heavy rainfall that morning.

II HOLLAND...
From front
rive late Tuesday night into early this morning before mostly
dry conditions prevail this afternoon. He said Thursday and
Friday appear to be headed toward being mostly dry, though
a stray shower or thunderstorm
could develop at any time. Then
comes Saturday, when more
rain is expected to hit.
"There are questions as to
how much we could get, but it
is looking pretty wet," he said,
adding that the six- to-10-day
forecast is calling for above-normal precipitation amounts.
Heavy rains last weekend
put the finishing touches on a
July that now stands alone when
it comes to the record books locally. Holland said the final official total was 18.43 inches, not
just smashing the previous July
record, but also easily besting
the previous record for monthly rainfall set in April 2011 at

"only" 15.91 inches.
"I'm worried that people are
angry with me, too, because
they're not having sunny and
nice weather this 'summer,"
Holland said jokingly. He then
provided an alternative.
"Well, at least this isn't 180
inches of snow," he said. "Had
this 18 inches of rain been all
snow in the winter, yeah, that's
what we would've been looking
at, so it indeed could've been
worse."
Holland also said he is seeing reports that areas not too far
from Murray are actually wishing for rain these days.
"From Paris (Tennessee)
south, they're in a Stage 1
drought," he said."They probably wish for what we're having.
We've got four times what we
should right now."
Calloway County averages
about 45 inches of rain in July.

Please support the...

Western Kentucky Cha ter serving Calloway County

Every Donation Brings Hope
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1170 State Route 94E Murray, KY
(Across from Murray Paving)
(270) 350-1149
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hopsona'uctions.com

situation. However, he added
that major situations — such as
culvert replacement operations
that will be required on Wright
Road and Old Newburg Road
— are just part of the battle. His
personnel are still trying to fill
potholes caused by two years of
harsh, wet winters.
That operation has been
more difficult as the county's
main supplier for rock used in
an asphalt mix for pothole filler
material is awaiting a new shipment of rock.
"We're having to go to the
place with the second-best bid
for us," Edwards said of a facility in Grand Rivers."The thing
about them,though,is they have
told me that,even on weekends,
they'll work with us."•

III Judge grants continuance, PACHECO...
From front

Ledger & Times the photo
Pascasio Pacheco, left, is shown during a recent court
appearance as attorney Joanne Lynch speaks to Judge
James Jameson, while attorney Cheri Riedel, right, is also
shown at the defense's podium. Pacheco is charged with four
counts of murder in connection to a November fire.

the evening of Nov. 17 at their
house on Kentucky 121 south
they get finished with that, then of Murray. Their bodies were
they will be getting to us."
discovered inside a home invesBlankenship said that it is tigators determined had been set
his understanding that the case on fire.
for which the lab is currently
Blankenship and the comprocessing evidence has to do monwealth are seeking the death
with a suspected serial killer in penalty in the case.
the Louisville area. He indicated
Kentucky State Police arrestthat Pacheco's case was the top ed Pacheco less than a week afpriority for the lab before the ter the killings. Blankenship has
other case took precedence.
said that it is his belief that this
Pacheco is charged with four case involves the highest amount
counts of murder in the deaths of victims in a single murder
of Bulmaro Arellano, 29, his case in the history of Calloway
wife Marisol Arellano-Hernan- County.
dez, 23, and their two children,
Individuals facing charges
Miguel Angel Arellano, 5, and are presumed innocent until
Marisol Arellano, 13 months,on proven guilty in a court of law.III

CCSO reports four arrests in search for one suspect

American
Red Cross

LIC stP3791

the process to apply for (Federal Emergency Management
Association) funds, but the
problem there is that there is
no guarantee that we will be
approved (due to the remainder of Kentucky not satisfying
the damage threshold required
for federal assistance). We are
keeping records, though, but
the big problem for us now is
that we have things happening
now that are not part of the period that we're trying to get the
funding for."
The majority of the damage
in the county came between
July 3-7. On July 3, a severe
thunderstorm spawned a weak
tornado south of Kirksey. How-

ever, it was on July 6-7 that the over from the fiscal year 2016
bulk of the road damage was budget into the '17 budget.
"That's the way we have to
done with an estimated 8 to
9 inches of rain in some parts do it," she said, noting that this
of the county causing several is specified by state regulations.
washouts, some of which have "The good news, though, is
we're going to be fine."
yet to be repaired.
"We just have to watch evHowever, other washouts
have occurred since then, espe- erything we do," Elkins added.
cially in the past few days with "This is taxpayer money we're
more heavy rains causing prob- dealing with, and we want the
lems in such places as Hedley people to know that we're using
Trail in the northwestern part of it for things that are of a benefit
the county and Old Lynn Grove to the county.
"We have a number of roads
Road, where a deep gap nearly the entire width of the road closed right now, and this is
was opened during a heavy rain what we need to do in order to
get that process moving."
event Friday night.
Road Superintendent Ricky
Gallimore said that the
maneuver the magistrates ap- Edwards said his crews are
proved Tuesday comes from basically working seven days
unbudgeted receipts that carried a week to try and combat the

Staff Report
The Calloway County Sheriff's Office
said Tuesday that the search for a wanted
felon Monday resulted in the discovery and
arrest of several other subjects as well.
CCSO Public Information Officer Richard Palmer said deputies were given information sometime Monday that led them to
a residence at 1618 College Farm Road in
Murray. Upon arrival, deputies were given
permission to search for Carlos F. Aguero
Jr., 33, of Murray but, in the process, suddenly identified other occupants in the residence that had active criminal warrants.
Palmer said, subsequent to the arrests,
deputies also located a variety of drugs, including cocaine, methamphetamine, marijuana and assorted drug paraphernalia.
Palmer said deputies arrested Daniel R.

Gamer, 30, of Murray on an arrest warrant
out of McCracken County for failure to appear in court on traffic charges. Gamer was
also charged with multiple drug charges pursuant to his arrest and taken to the Calloway
County Jail.
Garner's charges included possession of
cocaine, trafficking cocaine, possession of
methamphetamine,trafficking methamphetamine, possession of marijuana, trafficking
marijuana and possession of drug paraphernalia.
Property renter Carrie B. Aguero, 33, of
Murray was charged with multiple drug offenses and also taken to the Calloway County Jail. Those charges included possession
of methamphetamine, possession of marijuana and possession of drug paraphernalia.
Robert D,Aguero, 28,of Murray was ar-

rested on an active warrant out of Calloway
County for flagrant non-support and was
taken to the Calloway County Jail.
Erica M. Rogers, 20, of Murray was arrested on an active warrant out of Calloway
County for revoked bond and was taken to
the Calloway County Jail.
Carlos Aguero was not located at the residence. He is charged with bail jumping in
the first degree and has felony warrants issued against him.
Calloway County Sheriff Sam Steger
would like to remind everyone thai all persons are innocent until proven guilty in a
court of law. Steger would also like to encourage anyone that witnesses any unusual
or possibly criminal activity to call CCSO at
270-753-3151 or utilize the tips@callkyso.
corn.•

II A `Soup-er' BIRTHDAY gesture...
From front
theme.
'I asked him if he wanted cake and of course, he did.
When we asked him what kind,
he said 'I want everything God
made on it,'" she said.
Danielle said a friend made
the three-layer cake where the
bottom layer was decorated

with "fish of the sea," the mid- day.
"It made me feel happy," the
dle layer had land and animals
and the top layer had birds and seven-year-old said.
Danielle said, as parents,
butterflies.
"He's just got a big heart for they are proud of Elijah.
Jesus; Elijah already feels that , "We were just so taken aback
calling." Danielle said, add- with this," she said."God spoke
ing that the family attends His through our son in a lot of ways.
It was more important to do
House Ministries in Mayfield.
Elijah said that he is glad he this than taking care of his own
had a "God party" for his birth- needs. It's all about (loving) Je-

SBC1

APARTMENTS
FOR RENT
270.753.9999 www.shigproperty.com

sus."
Debbie Smith, director at
Soup for the Soul, said that she
was impressed with the faith of
the Dowell family.
"It was the most amazing
thing," she said. "His mom
wanted to pray. I told her that
she was raising her kids right."
Smith said that lElijah's family and friends brought them everything that they needed.
"That little boy did an unselfish thing." she said.
For more information on
donating to Soup for the Soul,
email infoRsoup4thesoul.org.
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Ii DAVE SAYS

Murray-Calloway County
Community Faiindation:
Successfu(ndow
Kentucky nit Credit
Applicationsfor 2016-17
By Harold Hurt

President
Buy the car?
Dear Dave,

I'm a recently retired widow,and my husband
always took care of most of our finances. We
never had any debt, but after starting to learn a
little bit about how money works,I'm worried
that there may be too much of it invested in CDs
(certificates of deposit). The total nest egg is a
little over $1.5 million, with $300,000 of that in
CDs. There's also a $317,000 annuity, a 403(b)
and around $900,000 in IRA mutual funds. I also
have two homes and a new car that are paid for.
How do you think I should handle things going
forward?
Joan
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Dear Joan,
I'm really sorry to hear about your husband, but you two did a fantastic job with
your finances. You're worth at least $1.5 million, and you have no debt. You're set for life,
but you're wise to want to be careful.
The CDs give you some stability, but obviously they're not earning much of anything. I
think of them as money kicked up in a hammock — it's not working for you. You both
worked hard for that money,so personally
I'd like to see it working hard for younow.If
you've had good luck with a variable annuity,
that's fine. You've also had very good luck
with your mutual fund investing. So, with all
this money in different areas, you're definitely diversified. It's just a matter of wrapping
your arms around it all and developing a
deeper understanding of things going forward.
At this point,I would urge you to find an
investment professional in your area with
the heart of a teacher — someone who's not
trying to sell you stuff. You want to learn,
Joan,and I'm really impressed by that. It's
a smart and necessary thing. Every time you
see an investment person, whoever it may be,
your goal should be to leave the room smarter
and with more understanding than you had
before.
— Dave

Dear Dave,
My wife and I are 31 years old, and we have
no debt except for our home. We also have an
emergency fund and college savings in place
for the kids. Over the last several months we've
saved $22,000 for a newer car, but we're also
worricd about retirement. We've been putting
15 percent of our income toward retirement, and
we're concerned that maybe we shouldn't spend
the whole $22,000 on a car. We make around
$100,000 annually and have $50,000 in our nest
egg. What do you think, Dave?
Brandon
Dear Brandon,
In your situation, a $22,000 car is not unreasonable at all. You guys are both 31 years
old,and you're going to be in great shape for
retirement if you just keep doing what you've
been doing. On top of all that, you've got your
emergency fund in place,in addition to a nest
egg and car savings. If I'm in your shoes,I'd
go out and find the best car $22,000 can buy.
You're doing all the right stuff. Your kids
can go to school debt-free,and you're going
to have the house paid off in no time. In short,
you're going to retire multi-millionaires at the
rate you're going — as long as you keep on
keeping on!
Think about this,too. As a general trend,
most people's incomes go up throughout their
lifetimes. That being the case,chances are
you're going to make and invest even more
money in the years ahead. You and your wife
could easily retire with $5 million to $10 million sitting there.
You've done a great job together, Brandon.
Keep up the good work,and enjoy that car!
— Dave
* Dave Ramsey is America's trusted voice
money and business, and CEO of RarnseySolutions. He has authored seven best-selling boo .
The Dave Ramsey Show is heard by more than
II million listeners each week on more than 550
radio stations and digital outlets. Follow Dave
on Twitter at @DaveRamsey and on the web at
daveramsey.com.

•DEMOCRATS, Bean Dinner...
From front

fet-style dinner so those in at- bit fluid at this point," French
tendance will have plenty of said. "We don't usually set
Grimes.
time to eat before the keynote that a day or two before to acLexington Mayor Jim Gray, speakers start.
commodate everyone's schedwho is a candidate for U.S.
Prior to the speakers, awards ule."
Senate along with DemocratiC will be presented for the male
The doors open at 5 p.m.
Congressional nominee Sam and female Democrat of the Friday with the dinner starting
Gaskins and State Rep. Jim Year along with the Young at 6 p.m. Tickets in advance
Coursey, who has held his seat Democrat of the Year Award. are $15, and tickets are the
since 2008, will also be at the The, party will also award a door are $20.
dinner.
scholarship before the speakers
For more information,conFrench said their dinner is begin.
tact French at 270-205-1316.
very casual and features a buf"The speaking lineup is a •

•GOP, Kenlake State Park...
From front
great way for candidates to get
together in friendly territory,"
DeLancey said. "It's a way to
rally before the slug-fest that
typically occurs Saturday afternoon (in Graves County).
There's a lot to rally about this
year, and Republicans and independents are realizing that the
Democrat Party has lost more
than just their leader; they've
lost their way."
DeLancey said doors open
at 5 p.m. with the dinner itself
starting at 5:45. He said that the
indoor tennis facility became
the permanent venue for this
event two years ago, as it offers
air conditioning to combat summertime heat.

United
Way
United Way
of
Murray-Calloway
County
• Helping families understand their budgets and
finanon
•Combating youth's use
of alcohol, tobacco and
drugs
•Achieving preventative,,
health care and healthy

"The fish dinner is a natural in the 6th District and Walkbecause it allows those Repub- er Thomas from Hopkinsville
licans traveling to Fancy Farm running in the 8th District will
from other parts of the state to be in attendance along with
have dinner together," according Danny Carroll running in the
to Danny Holt, this year's event Kentucky Senate race in Displanner and acting GOP chair in trict 2."
Marshall County. "We can eat
Tickets are $25 if purtogether and rally around GOP chased before Friday. At the
candidates like our Kentucky door, the tickets will be $30.
House and Senate candidates.
Holt said tickets are availSteven Rudy of the river coun- able online at Eventbrite;
ties is running in the 1st District, search for "Night Before FanKenny Imes of Murray running cy Farm." Holt also said he
in the 5th District, Paula Rush can be reached at 270-205Robinson from Benton running 0154.

The Kentucky Department of
Revenue started receiving applications for the Endow Kentucky
Tax Credit for the fiscal year
2016-2017 on July 1. The available tax credit was increase from
$5000000
$1,000,000 this
year.
The Murray-Calloway County Community Foundation submitted Endow Kentucky Tax
Applications for our state's fiscal year on July 1, from 17 different donors. The total amount
of the proposed donations was
$260,000 which would qualify
for $52,000 of Kentucky Income
Tax Credit.
I am happy to report that all
of the applications submitted by
MCCCF were approved in their
entirety. This means that existing and new endowments for
our community will be increased
by $260,000. This will increase
our total endowment funds for

to

of the Anna Mae Owens Residential Hospice House forever.
What a legacy this couple has left for our community.
Many of our non-profits that...
have existing endowments will
receive contributions to their endowments from the $260.000 of
gifts within the next 30 days. On
behalf of our community foundation, the non-profits who will see
their respective endowment grow
Mid* 79
and our community in general,-;
our community to more than I want to publicly thank all of
$1,300,000. These endowments those donors who applied for the
will be growing and generating Endow Kentucky Tax Credit for.
grants for our non-profits in per- the fiscal year 2016-2017. Hopepetuity.
fully, we will have many more
One couple qualified for a do- applications for this tax credit for
nation in the amount of $100,000 the fiscal year 2017-2018 and the'
to create an endowment for the fiscal years to come.
Anna Mae Owens Residential
For questions or assistance
Hospice House. As a result, they with
the
Murray-Calloway
will have $20,000 of tax credit County Community Foundation,
toward the payment of their Ken- contact Harold Hurt, President
tucky income tax for 2016. Any MCCCF,at 270-761-6880 or any.7.
unused portion of the income tax of the following board members::'
credit may be carried forward for Linda Avery: 270-753-0060;
use in future years. In addition, Gary Brockway: 270-753-0503;'
they will have the usual chari- Matt Hale: 270-753-5411; Robtable deduction for their federal ert Long: 270-809-3734; Brian
and state income taxes in 2016. Overbey: 270-767-2000; Dick
The couple is using stock to fund Weaver: 270-753-2899; Zach.
the $100,003 gift, thus they in- Dunlap: 270-816-3880; Alice I
crease the tax advantage of the Rouse: 270-293-3973 and Shar-'
gift even more. This generous lisa Smothennan: 270-293-9304:
gift will help fund the operation
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Lexington Herald-Leader on protecting
foster children's religious freedom:
The Bevin administration is re-embroiling the state in a
, court fight that was triggered 18 years ago when Kentucky
'Baptist Homes for Children fired an employee because she
posed with her lesbian partner in a photo exhibit at the state
fair.
The employee's discrimination complaint was dismissed
early on. But the state, the Baptist-supported agency that was
renamed Sunrise Children's Services and three Kentucky
, taxpayer plaintiffs have been arguing ever since in federal
court about how to safeguard children in taxpayer-supported
foster care from religious coercion and proselytizing.
Without admitting or alleging any wrongdoing, the state
in 2014 agreed to guidelines which most people will consider sensible and humane.
As summarized by the 6th Circuit U.S. Court of Appeals,
the terms agreed to by the state "require providers to inform
a child and the child's parents of a foster home's religious
affiliation, to provide children with opportunities to go to
the church of their choice, and to provide non-religious alternatives to religious activities. Providers must also agree
not to discriminate against children on the basis of religion,
coerce children to engage in religious activity or attempt to
convert children to a new religion. Further, when children
leave their care, providers must give them an exit survey
that asks, among other things, whether the provider tried to
convert the child to a new religion."
The agreement did not preclude adults from talking to
children about spiritual concerns or restrict children from
praying or participating in religious activities.
Sunrise, which receives two-thirds of its revenue from
state contracts and is a key part of caring for Kentucky's
neglected and abused children, has fought the plaintiffs to
the U.S. Supreme Court, which has twice declined to hear
the case. The state also unsuccessfully asked the Supreme
Court to throw out the lawsuit on grounds that the plaintiffs
lacked standing.
Sunrise is fighting the settlement reached in 2014 with the
Beshear administration. And now the Bevin administration
is asking U.S. District Judge Charles Simpson in Louisville
to throw out the agreement.(The reason the settlement isn't
already final: Sunrise won a partial victory at the appeals
level resulting in some revisions sought by the Baptist agency.)
Interestingly, Sunrise insists it has never proselytized
young people in its care, despite testimony from some former clients that they were pressured to convert to Christianity. Sunrise argues that the accusation has harmed its reputation. But it has not objected to the proposed guidelines for
protecting children from religious coercion.
What both Sunrise and now the Bevin administration
most object to is that the lawyers for the plaintiffs — the
American Civil Liberties Union and Americans United for
Separation of Church and State — would have a role in
monitoring compliance with the guidelines, under terms of
the proposed settlement.
However, the plaintiffs' lawyers would have only limited power. They could point out to state officials any coercion revealed by client exit interviews conducted by the
foster-care agencies.(The client names would be redacted.)
If unsatisfied with the state's response, the plaintiffs could
appeal to the judge, who would have the ultimate authority.
Sunrise,and apparently the Bevin administration,fear the
settlement would become a weapon for harassing religiously-affiliated agencies,but that fear is purely hypothetical and
the legal arguments technical.
The overriding concern should be assuring that the children in state care, already vulnerable and traumatized, are
respected and protected from pressure or coercion.
The Supreme Court has long held that because teachers
and administrators at public schools have near total authority over their students, indoctrinating them in religion violates constitutional protections against state-imposed religion. That's why the court has said it's OK to pray before a
city council meeting, where the participants- are adults, but
unconstitutional before a public school sporting event.
If religiously-affiliated agencies can't agree to provide
that same level of protection to children in their care, they
have an obvious recourse: Stop accepting taxpayer funding
and become self-supporting.
It's a shame that resources that could have gone into im;proving services for Kentucky children will instead go into
'prolonging this legal battle. 11
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An empty classroom
Because of David Burdette,
Murray State University's interim chief facilities officer, and
Dr. Staci Stone,the interim dean
of the College of Humanities
and Fine Arts, when I step into
Room 506 of Faculty Hall on
Aug. 16, 2016, I will step into a
pristine classroom of bright blue
and gold, sparkling new desks,
freshly painted ceiling tiles and
a new computer docking center.
It is not for me that I am beaming; it is for my students. David
Burdette's philosophy is that if
the university can create a beautiful environment for professors to profess and for students
to learn, they will only profess
more meaningfully and learn
more deeply.
For me, it is a humbling and
inspirational experience to sit
all alone in a silent classroom. I
often seek out one of my classrooms to try find that wonderful,
but frightening smell — some
combination of freshly-painted
walls and lockers,old textbooks,
and floor wax — that I remember when walking through the
halls of the old Dixon school
building in my hometown in
Webster County.
After Dixon, Clay, Sebre,e
and Slaughters consolidated
to form Webster County High
School in 1964, the old high
school buildings continued to
serve students in kindergarten
through eighth grade until new
elementary and middle schools

were built. We lived next door
to the old Dixon school and my
mother, an elementary teacher,
and I would find her classroom
to put up bulletin boards and position desks in the late summer
before the students returned for
the fall term. Custodians and
teachers and the principal would
already have been at work, and
although the ancient building
was in decay, their efforts to
prepare the place for yet another
school year produced that distinctive aroma that I will continue to long for.
My university classrooms in
Faculty Hall, a 1970s structure,
produce a different smell altogether, but the aura of the empty, silent classroom is still there,
and it is still inspiring to me. I
unlock the door, decide not to
flip on the lights, and sit at the
desk at the front of the room in
the semi-darkened space.
Six rows of desks,seven seats
deep, line up before me, and a
prominent wall clock ticks off
the passing minutes. 1 have seen
paintings of the interiors of oneroom schools where the benches
and seats hug the four walls,and
my high school history teacher
always arranged his desks in a
U-shape only two seats deep
so that he could roam the area
down the middle and confront
students directly. The typical
university classroom these days
line up the desks in rows, however, although some innovative

teachers still go
to the trouble of
moving seats
around.
School
bells, some enjust
sconced
the
outside
school door and
some hand-held
and hand-rung
by the teacher, Home and
Away
called students
By James
to their scholarly work in the Duane Bolin
old days, but Ledger & Times
Columnist
today, students
rush into class,
glancing nervously at the wall
clock before plopping down
backpacks and books and cellphones, and sometimes drinks
and candy bars.
I have a sneaking suspicion
that the familiar rows of desks,
along with the wall clock, appeared after the industrial revolution. Classrooms came to
mirror the factory system. Assembly line workers clocked in
and clocked out, and in a sense,
the school became a factory as
well. Today, the nobility of a
plant worker, as well as a teacher, has been insured by better
working conditions, but the vestiges of industrialism remain as
students line up in straight rows
of desks and as they are bound
to fixed shifts of class time —50
minutes for Monday, Wednesday and Friday classes, and an

hour and 15 minutes for Tuesday and Thursday classes — to
learn what there is to be learned.
But sitting in this empty, silent classroom, I envision what
will take place here when the
seats are filled with undergraduates and graduate students. I
imagine the excitement of learning and the surprise of understanding a concept for the first
time or in a new way. I think
about the free exchange of ideas,
and I anticipate the unbelievable
potential of young and active
minds in the pursuit of learning.
Murray State classes will begin in a new semester on Aug.
16, 2016. The seats will be
occupied in overflowing classrooms,the halts will be crowded
and office hours will be filled
with appointments. The reverie
of sitting in an empty, silent
classroom will be over and the
nervous thrill of walking into a
packed classroom will be here.
My hope is that I will not squander away this opportunity, for
my students and for myself, that
the memory of the excitement
and inspiration of that silent,
empty classroom will encourage
me and strengthen me through
the course of yet another semester.
Duane Bolin teaches in
the Department of History at
Murray State University. Contact him at jbolin@murraystate.edu.•

if they did
and modem midwifery.
Kitty Ernst has devoted ,this at bemost of her adult life to de- ginning of
veloping the best possible life?"
Years
care for families in pregnancy and birth. At 91 years old, ago. when
she is still learning about Kitty Ernst
new and better ways to was directEduserve women and families. ing
And today, as a result of her cational
husband's final illness. Kitty Programs
Ernst sees connections be- at Colum- Main Street
tween the beginning and end bin Medical By Constance
of life, and how the health Center in
Alexander
care system might better New York, Ledger & Times
Columnist
was
respond to the needs of pa- birth
tients and families at both of more of a
communal
these crucial passages.
When it was clear her experience. Women stayed
husband's life was ending, in the hospital as long as
she was faced with chal- ten days, and the other new
lenges that went beyond mothers in residence were
her medical training. She like a support group.
Over time, single rooms
wanted to take care of him
at home, but realized she became a trend, and womneeded help. When her hus- en were more isolated. The
band's doctor recommended birth process was adapted
for the convenience of the
hospice,she agreed.
• The system kicked in doctor, with the mother was
right away. Kitty was im- relegated to a delivery table,
flat on her back,feet in metpressed.
"A bed and boxes of all al clamps.
From her midwife trainthe stuff I imagined I might
use — every little detail — ing in Kentucky and her exwas delivered," she said. perience as a trainer of nursShe still marvels at the cru- es and midwives,Kitty Ernst
cial resources hospice pro- concluded that there were
vided, with a hospice nurse elements of routine pregand support team as part of nancy and childbirth that
were better served through
the arrangement.
As she reflected on the birth centers. "Hospitals are
many benefits of hospice, for the sick and injured," is
she asked herself, "What the way she puts it.
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Midwife Kitty Ernst sees life-and-death connections
In Japan, individuals designated as Living National
Treasures are honored for attaining high mastery of their
art or craft, and are considered essential to its preservation. Kentucky can boast
of a few of its own Treasures, leaders in their fields
who have worked tirelessly
for progress and change.
Three Kentucky Treasures come to mind right
away. One is Dr. Thomas
Clark,the former state historian for whom the Kentucky
History Center is named.
Another is veteran journalist
Al Smith, founding host of
Kentucky Educational Television's "Comment on Kentucky," former head of the
Appalachian Regional Commission, and chair of many
boards,
forward-thinking
such as the Kentucky Arts
Council and the Prichard
Committee for Academic
Excellence.
Like Dr. Clark and Al
Smith, Kitty Ernst was not
born here, but she is another Treasure Kentucky can
claim. Her connection to
the state has been through
her midwife training at
Frontier Nursing Service
in Hyden; her position as
Mary Breckinridge Chair at
Frontier Nursing University;
and also through her tireless
work at home and abroad
as a pioneer of birth centers

Rand

She goes on to explain
that the mother is the one
really doing the work, aided by the baby who is active
during the process. "Deliver" -- the common term used
to describe the birth -- isn't
really accurate. During a
routine birth, according to
Kitty Ernst, the mother is in
control of the process.
As her husband reached
the end of his life, Kitty began to recognize similar underlying concepts between
birth and death. When she
told the hospice nurse all he
wanted to eat was ice cream,
for example, the nurse reminded Kitty of an essential fact. "We're not talking
about a cure here, we're
talking about comfort,"
she said. "So give him ice
cream."
Today,Kitty laughs as she
tells the story, and admits
there is much to be learned
from common sense, evidence-based approaches to
the beginning and ending of
life.
"We as a society don't
accept death," she declared,
"but it's changing."
For more information
about Kitty Ernst, go to
https://goo.glizqZCO6.
Read Main Street online ai
wwwinurrcryledger.com. Contact the columnist at constancealexanekr@twc.com.
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OBITUARIES
William E.'Bill' Page

Brandon Lee `Cookie'Fout

FUNERAL NOTICE

William E. "Bill" Page, 79, of Murray, KenBrandon Lee "Cookie" Fout, 25, of South Fultucky, died Monday, Aug. 1, 2016 at Spring Creek
ton,Tennessee,died in an automobile accident near
Health Care in Murray.
Paducah, Kentucky,on Saturday, July 30,2016.
The J.H. Churchill Funeral Home
He was born Aug. 14, 1936 in Trigg County,
He was of Baptist faith and was a correctional
Kentucky, to Ernest Page and Myrtle Birdsong
officer for the Northwest Correctional Complex in
Lonnie Kimbro,78
1:4;11
Page.
Tiptonville, Tennessee.
The funeral service will be at I I a.m. Wednesday,Aug. 3,
Before retiring, he was the owner and operator
He was preceded in death by his stepfather,
at the funeral home. Burial will follow in South Pleasant Grove
of Bill Page Construction for 35 years. After his reWesley Wyatt; his grandfather, Leroy Vincent and a
Cemetery.
tirement, he worked as a barber at the South Side
stepbrother, Wyatt Gillum.
Barber Shop in Murray. He was a U.S. Army vetMr. Fout is survived by his wife, Melissa Sue
Hornbeak Funeral Chapel, Fulton
eran and was of Christian faith. He was a member
Boso-Fout of South Fulton; a son Ryder Fout of
of the Civitan Club and a volunteer for Habitat of
South Fulton; his mother, Catherine Vincent Wyatt
Brandon Lee 'Cookie'Fout,25
Humanity. He enjoyed spending time each morn- of South Fulton; his father, David Fout of South Fulton; his grandThe funeral service will be at noon, Wednesday, Aug. 3,2011
ing at Hardees Restaurant with his coffee drinking mother, Margaret Vincent of Fulton; a sister, Melissa Moffitt of
at the funeral chapel. Burial will follow in Barnett Cemetery,near,
friends.
Hopkinsville; a half-brother,Todd Fout of Ohio and three stepbrothMurray.
In addition to his parents, he was preceded in ers, Trevor Gillum, Chad Gillum and Russell Gillum, all of Graves
death by one brother-in-law, Gene Rickman.
County.
Mr. Page is survived by his wife of 53 years, Pat
Funeral service will be at noon Wednesday, Aug. 3, 2016 at
Page of Murray; one daughter, Shannon Harrell and husband Joey Hornbeak Funeral Chapel. Burial will be in Barnett Cemetery near
of Murray; one son, Doug Allison and wife Lesa Hoke Allison of Murray. Visitation was from 5-8 p.m. Tuesday, Aug. 2, 2016 at the
Carrollton, Georgia; one sister, Patty Kimbro and husband Ronnie funeral home.
of Murray; one brother, Harice Page and wife Liz of Alabama; two
Online condolences may be left at www.hornbeakfuneralchapel.
grandchildren, Seth and Reed Harrell of Murray; two sisters-in-law, cont.
Louise Rickman of Murray and Shirley Page of Nashville, TennesHornbeak Funeral Chapel, Fulton, is in charge of arrangements.
Staff Report
those with no violations of law
see and two nieces and three nephews..
The Kentucky State Po- and minimal roadway congesFuneral services will be 11 a.m. Thursday, Aug. 4, 2016 at the
lice (KSP) will be conduct- tion can reasonably expect to
J.H. Churchill Funeral Home with John Dale and Doug Allison offi- Lonnie Kimbro
Lonnie Kimbro,78,of Murray, Kentucky,died Saturday, July 30, ing traffic safety checkpoints be delayed for no more thanciating. Burial will follow in South Pleasant Grove Cemetery. Visithroughout the Post 1 district 30 seconds to a few minutes. tation will be from 5-7 p.m. Wednesday, Aug. 3,2016 at the funeral 2016 at the Ray and Kay Eckstein Hospice Care Center in Paducah,
to check motorists for compliListed below are the traffic
Kentucky.
home.
ance with motor vehicle laws, safety checkpoint locations in
He
was
born
July
4,
1938
in
Calloway
County,
Kentucky,
to
Online condolences may be left at www.thejhchurchillfuneralincluding driving under the in- area counties within the KSP
James Edison Kimbro and Vida Mae Hudson Kimbro.
home.com.
fluence statutes.
Post 1 district. These locations
He
retired
from
Morning
Star
Foods
and
was
a
member
of
SinkThe J.H. Churchill Funeral Home is in charge of arrangements.
The KSP release announc- can also be found on the KSP
ing Spring Baptist Church.
In addition to his parents, he was preceded in death by his wife, ing the checkpoints did not website www.kentuckystate,
Randy Walker
Wanda Sue Kimbro, who died in 2009; one brother, Gary Kimbro say which days the check- police.org
points would be run.
Randy Lynn Walker, 58,of Murray, Kentucky died on Saturday, and one brother-in-law, Steve Gordon.
• Calloway County: U.S,
KSP uses the traffic safety 641 South at Barber Drive.,
July 30,2016.
Mr. Kimbro is survived by one son, Roger Kimbro of Hazel; two
He was born in Calloway County, Kentucky,on Sept. 28, 1957 to grandchildren, Jeremy Kimbro and wife Casey and Amber Hall and checkpoints to promote safety Kentucky 94 East at Kentucky
Ruben Walker and Lame Workman Walker.
husband Ethan of Murray; seven great-grandchildren; two sisters-in- for motorists and to provide a 280, Kentucky 121 South
In addition to his parents, he was preceded in death by one broth- law.Joyce Brandon Gordon of Murray and Patsy Kimbro of Georgia deterrent for those who break from milepoint 3.187 to milethe law.
point 3.69, and Kentucky 280
er, Billy Walker.
and several cousins.
The intent of a traffic safe- at Cohoon Road.
Mr. Walker is survived by one sister-in-law, Carolyn Walker of
Funeral services will be at 11 a.m. Wednesday,Aug.3,2016 at the
• Graves County: U.S. 45
Murray; one niece, Debbie Walker of Murray; one nephew, Jimmy J.H. Churchill Funeral Home with John Denham officiating. Buri- ty checkpoint is to provide for
Walker of Murray,and several cousins.
al will follow in South Pleasant Grove Cemetery. Visitation will be a high-visibility public safety South at Kentucky 339 in
service, focusing on vehicular Wingo, U.S. 45 South at KenA private family graveside service will be held. No public visita- from 5-8 p.m. Tuesday, Aug. 2,2016 at the funeral home.
tion or services are scheduled.
Online condolences may be left at www.thejhchurchillfuneral- equipment problems,confirm- tucky 1748, Kentucky 94 at
ing registration and insurance Kentucky 381 in Lynnville,
Online condolences may be left at www.the jhchurchillfuneral- home.com.
home.com.
The J.H. Churchill Funeral Home is in charge of arrangements.• of vehicles and the valid li- Kentucky 849 at Kentucky
censing of drivers.
1684, and Kentucky 303 at
The J.H. Churchill Funeral Home is in charge of arrangements.
Traffic safety checkpoints Kentucky 339 (four-way
will allow the Kentucky State stop).
Holard Howland
Police the opportunity to peri• Marshall County: U.S.68
Holard Howland,52,of Murray, Kentucky,died Monday,Aug. 1.
odically concentrate its efforts at Kentucky 95, U.S 641 at
2016 at Lourdes Hospital, Paducah, Kentucky.
in checking for violations of Kentucky 1422,Kentucky 348
Arrangements are incomplete at Imes Funeral Home & CrematoKentucky traffic and regulato- from milepost 4.7 to milepost
ry, downtown Murray.
ry laws that will ultimately in- 5 near N4eadowbrook Circle,
By ADAM BEAM
crease the safety of the citizens and Keraucky 402 at KenAssociated Press
within the commonwealth. tucky 1364.
Drivers encountering a traffic
• Trigg County: U.S. 68
FRANKFORT, Ky.(AP) — In his mid-30s, Jonathan Hensley was safety checkpoint are request- Bypass west of the Howard
FRANKFORT, Ky.(AP) — State budget officials say tax col- unemployed and caring for some disabled family members. He needed ed to have their operator's Anderson Bridge, Kentucky
lections for Kentucky's General Fund grew by nearly 4 percent in to take care of himself, too, because his teeth hurt.
license, vehicle registration 139 North at Bush Road, and
the past fiscal year, fueled by strong sales and individual income
Historically in Kentucky,someone like Hensley — a single,able-bod- receipt and proof of insurance Kentucky 274 west of the John
ied adult with no job — would likely not have had health insurance. But readily accessible. Drivers Woodruff Bridge near the entax receipts.
The state's budget director, John Chilton,led a team that report- because the state expanded its Medicaid program under the Affordable with this information in hand, trance to the boat ramp.•
ed on the state's finances in a presentation Monday to Kentucky Care Act in 2013, Hensley and some 400,000 other Kentuckians got
lawmakers. They say General Fund collections rose 3.7 percent to taxpayer-funded medical, dental and vision coverage.
Hensley, now 37, got some needed fillings.
$10.3 billion in the 12-month period ending June 30.
That routine dental coverage is now at risk, as Gov. Matt Bevin seeks
The budget officials say sales and use tax revenues were up 6
percent from the prior year, while individual income tax collec- to overhaul the state's Medicaid system.The Republican governor's proLEBANON, Ohio (AP) — The trial of an Illinois man
posal would eliminate routine dental and vision coverage for Medicaid
tions rose 5.2 percent.
The biggest drop was in the coal severance tax, with receipts recipients, but allow them to earn those benefits back by doing things accused of kidnapping and fatally shooting his estranged
girlfriend from Kentucky along a southwest Ohio highway
like volunteering, undergoing a health assessment and getting a job.
down 33 percent.
Bevin administration officials say axing dental and vision coverage has been delayed.
The officials say overall wage growth in Kentucky is expected
A Warren County judge on Monday granted Terry Frois a significant portion of the estimated $2.2 billion in taxpayer savings
to exceed 5 percent in the first half of the current fiscal year.•
the changes to Medicaid would bring. The proposal also encourages man's request for a new lawyer and said he will set a new
people to take responsibility for their health, the officials say.
trial date after appointing another attorney. The 42-year-old
But health advocates say the plan would put up a barrier between the Brookport,Illinois, man has pleaded not guilty to aggravatpoor and access to dental care, setting up a battle in this Appalachian ed murder and kidnapping charges in Kimberly Thomas'
state where more than half of adults 18 or older have had a tooth pulled 2014 slaying. His trial was set for this month.
WILLIAMSBURG, Ky.(AP) — A suspect sought in connecbecause of decay or gum disease.
The Mayfield, Kentucky, woman was killed on Sep. 12,
tion with the disappearance of a 16-year-old girl who was found
"(Bevin) wants to say,'Oh it's about providing dignity.' How is it 2014,along Interstate 75. Froman also is accused of killing
dead In Kentucky has been taken into custody.
providing dignity to sit here and say.'You can't have vision, you can't her son in Kentucky.
Media outlets report online records show that 21-year-old Skyhave dental because you are a lazy bastard who is sucking on the govFroman, who is black, also wants his trial moved. He
ler Barnett was arrested Friday on charges of unlawful transaction
ernment teat," Hensley said. "It's not because people don't want to says Warren County is "racially imbalanced." The latest
with a minor and drug charges.
work, people want to work. They can't get jobs and they can't get good census estimates show its population as nearly 90 percent
Whitley County Coroner Andy Croley says deputies were serv- paying jobs."
white.•
ing a warrant at Barnett's home that night when they found Kayly
The Bevin administration says the current Medicaid program will
Lockaby's body in nearby woods.
cost
cost taxpayers an extra $1.5 billion over five years, an untenable
Laurel County Sheriff's deputies say Lockaby was last seen
given the state's estimated public pension debt of more than $30 bilmissing.
reported
her
parent
her
foster
early Tuesday and that
lion. Of the estimated $2.2 billion in savings generated from Bevin's
Before she was found dead, authorities said she was thought to
proposed changes, about $300 million of it would be state tax dollars
have been in the company of Barnett.
that the government wouldn't have to spend on Medicaid as currently
I." as "I .;11114, Ito
Croley says an autopsy was conducted Saturday to determine structured.•
Investments Since 1854
‘11114111,1 2. 201h
the cause of death.
It isn't immediately clear if Barnett has an attorney.•
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Mira's story:

Living with juvenile diabetes

Goodman to be at CCPL
Bill Goodman, host of KET's "Kentucky Tonight" and "One-on-One with Bill Goodman,"
will be at the Calloway County Public Library
at 2 p.m., Sunday, Aug. 7. Goodman will discuss his first book,"Beans, Biscuits, Family and
Friends," and will field questions about politics.

MWC Garden Dept.to meet

Martha
The Garden Department of the Murray WomFinney Andrus, an's Club will meet at 1 p.m. Thursday, Aug.4,
Community editor at the clubhouse. Beekeeper Chris Bethel will
be the featured speaker. The hostesses will be
Jane Hardin and Sue White. Yearly dues may be
paid at this meeting or at the September meeting.

Make A Difference Day will be Saturday
The 107th Murray-Calloway County Bill Wells Make A Difference Day will be from 9 a.m.-noon,Saturday,Aug.6,at Roy Stewart
Stadium. Paper and cardboard will be collected along with E-scrap
and household hazardous waste. The Lions Club will collect eyeglasses,and the WATCH Center will take aluminum cans. Court Appointed Special Advocates(CASA) will collect cellphones and West
KY Mentoring Inc. will have a bin for ink jet cartridges. Clothes will
be collected for Angel's Attic, and the Kiwanis Club will have a bin
for shoes. The Murray Police Department and the Calloway County
Sheriff's Department will take prescription drugs in original containers. Plastic arid glass will be gathered as well as bins provided
for used motor oil. Books will be collected for recycling to benefit
community education, and gently used sports gear will be taken for
the "Game Ready" initiative. Batteries will no longer be collected.

Alzheimer's Caregivers group will meet

The Alzheimer's Caregivers' Support Group will meet at 10 a.m.
Thursday, Aug. 4, at the Murray-Calloway County Senior Citizens
Center's Kelleher Room.The film "Alive Inside" will be shown. For
more information,contact Gerry Mellon at 270-436-2328.

Memorial potluck dinner planned

There will be a potluck memorial dinner for Wally Miller at 5:30
p.m. Thursday,Aug.4 at the WoodmenLife Building on C.C. Lowry
Drive. Please bring a dish.

Dexter/Almo Water Board to meet

The Board of the Dexter/Ahno Heights Water District will hold
its monthly meeting at 7 p.m. Thursday, Aug. 4, at the office at 351
Almo Road in Almo.

Donations needed for Hicks Cemetery
Donations are needed for the upkeep of Hicks Cemetery. Contributions may be sent to Geary Farris, 498 Farris Road, Murray, KY
42071 or Owen Garrison, 372 Scott Fitts Road, Murray,KY 42071.

Bazzell reunion to be held

The descendants of James Elvis Bazzell and Lillie Hill Bazzell of
the Coldwater community will hold its annual reunion on Saturday.
Aug. 6, at the Weeks Communtiy Center. A potluck meal will be at
noon. Ice and paper goods will be provided.

Cookout/swim party planned

Russell Chapel United Methodist Church will host a cookout/
swim party at 3 p.m. Saturday, Aug. 6 at the Murray-Calloway
County Park School House Pavilion. Grilled hamburgers and hot
dogs will be served. Buses will be available for anyone needing a
ride. For more information, call 270-293-2517 or 270-227-1566.
The public is invited to attend.

MARTHA ANDRUS
cornmundYnetevsernuiTaYfed9er corn
Mira Kinsley was like any other active
6-year old girl until a day in February 2015
when she and her family received news of a
disease that would change her life and theirs
as well.
Mira says she became very thirsty, experienced a lot of headaches and would feel very
tired. Her mother, Keisha Kinsley,said Mira
would feel fine one day and then experience
all of these symptoms the next day, and it
became somewhat of a roller coaster. She
also noticed she was very thin to the point
that her shoulder blades could be seen predominately.
She immediately began to think that these
symptoms could be caused by diabetes,even
though there .was no family history of this
disease. She and her husband, Jeff, decided
it was time to take Mira to her pediatrician
who diagnosed Mira with Type 1 diabetes,
also known as Juvenile Diabetes.
"In Type I diabetes, the pancreas is not
producing insulin, and in type 2, the cells
are not absorbing insulin as well as they
should," said Keisha.
Mira was in the Murray-Calloway County
Hospital for two days for tests and immediately put on insulin to determine how much
would be required to regulate her blood sugar levels. She was experiencing ketoacidosis, which means she had too much sugar
in her system. Normal blood sugar levels
should be 80-120 milligrams per deciliter,
and Mira's was over 800.
Mira said,"I could only eat popsicles and
jell-o for those two days."
Her younger sister, Lily,5,said,"I thought
this would just go away."
But Mira and her parents had to be educatMARTHA ANDRUS/Ledger & Times
ed on Type 1 diabetes and how to help care
Mira Kinsley, left, is shown with part of her diabetes control team, mother Keisha
for a child with this disease.
and sister Lily
Keisha said she remembers when the reThe Kinsleys learned that Type 1 diabetes the antibodies but never be exposed to the
ality of the disease hit her. They had taken
environmental trigger, so this condition nevMira to an endocrinologist at Vanderbilt is an autoimmune disease.
er
develops.
indithat
antibodies
"There are certain
Medical Center in Nashville, Tennessee.
want to know what the virus is and what
"I
said.
Keisha
system,"
their
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A nurse came in late one night to check on
are that cause this reaction,"
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the
occurs
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"When
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all
Mira and began to tell Keisha about
she
said.
attack
cute accessories that were available for Mira such as a virus, it causes the body to
"Are we exposing our children to someto chose from to hold all her diabetic sup- the insulin producing organ (the pancreas).
thing that is allowing tiffs to happen? Is it the
symptombecome
usually
not
do
"People
plies.
we eat or the air we breathe?"
"I broke down after that conversation re- atic until they are down to 10 percent func- food
the Kinsleys left Vanderbilt, they
After
have
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of
lot
A
pancreas.
alizing that Mira would live with this her tion of their
). See MIRA'S STORY Page 7A
entire life," said Keisha.
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PEO Sisterhood will meet

PEO Sisterhood will meet at 10 a.m. Saturday, Aug.6, at the
hotlie of Rosa Crass. All members are encouraged to attend.

CeHS Class of 1966 to hold reunion

Vie Calloway County High School Class of 1966 will hold its
50* reunion on Friday, Oct. 7, and Saturday, Oct. 8. Anyone who
staked with the class in 1963 is invited to attend. For more inform4ion, call Jim Kelly at 270-753-8697 or email at edmonds_r@
betlsouth.net or call Wilma Edmonds at 270=753-5060.

Gpod Life offers Panama trip

The Murray Bank Good Life is offering a trip to the country of
Panama on Feb. 27-March 6.The trip will include a tour of Panama
Citt, Panama, an open-air aerial tramway, a rain forest experience,
thOoberania National Park, a monkey boat tour, evening jeep seal. a Panama Canal partial transit and other activities. If you are
intelested, contact Brenda Sykes at 270-767-3338 or email bsykes@
thepurraybank.com. Seating is limited.

Ltgion officers offer assistance
sill Cowan and Mark Kennedy, service officers of American Legidti Post No. 73, will be available from 1-4 p.m. each Wednesday
to iksist veterans and their families in filing claims at 310 Bee Creek
Drree. No appointment is necessary and all are served on a firstcolic basis. For more information,call Kennedy at 270-752-3333.
•?.

Murray's City Wide Sidewalk
Sale is this coming weekend however we will start ours this
Thursday.
Once again most of our sale
will be inside - beat the heat
come in and get some lemonade.
We will have merchandise
starting at 99¢ a lot of jewelry
will be drastically marked down,
as well as summer clothing will
be drastically reduced.

SIDEWALK

SALE
Thursday
thru
Saturday
Congratulations to Mary
Warren Sanders who won the
giveaway this week.
Stay tuned to next week's fun
and fashion report...
New Tribal, Joseph Ribbkoff
adn Multiples has arrived'
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This fall, decor continues to move in a more easygoing direction,
with welcoming hues, softer profiles, and a comfortable mix of materials and styles.
For those with a flair for the dramatic, there's room for that too.
Some trends for the upcoming season:
WARM AND WELCOMING
New York designer Elaine Griffin sees the influence of Millennials in a trend toward "feel good finds" with a palette of warm colori,
laidback furnishings and lots of texture.
"Millennia's' homes echo the nurturing environments they grew ;
up in," she says.
That generation is embracing locally produced crafts as well gi6;
goods from far corners of the planet, she says: "There's retro style
and global influence everywhere."
Fall also offers a range of new rugs, from fluffy wools in neutral
colors to kilims in deeper tones and stronger patterns.
Amy Matthews, the Minneapolis-based renovation maven who
has hosted shows on HGTV,DIY Network and TheDesignNetwork.
corn, loves using Persian runners in unexpected places.
'
"There's nothing like (it) in the kitchen," she says. "It brightens,
up a classic kitchen, and also makes changing out color schemes a
breeze. And in any other room, it will take your decor to the next
level by anchoring with 'art' for the floor."
Look for kilims on benches and ottomans, too.
PATTERN PLAY
Geometrics, mineral prints, florals and global motifs get fresh in-• •
terpretations for fall.
For Griffin,"marble motifs are the 'it' pattern of the season." The •
Photo provided
KIRKSEY HIGH SCHOOL CLASS OF 1956: Members of the Kirksey High School Class of 1956 met recently for its 60th veined white versions are ubiquitous across bath, kitchen and tablereunion. Pictured from left are Patsy Thomason, Martha Robertson, Julia Bell, Rachel Jackson, Larry Lyles, Alton Swift, Sonia top goods, but look too for marbleized patterns in dramatic hues on
fabric and paper.
Wilson, Joan KendeII and Sue Stone.
Wallpapers are on Matthews' pattern radar.
"Wallpaper's not just for the walls anymore," she says. It can go •
on ceilings and even furniture.
"It's more dramatic and eye-catching than paint, making a strong:'
statement and setting the tone for a room," she says.
wanted a pump. We did a lot sound or a low sound depending Research Foundation Walk on
Roman blinds are also back in style, with contemporary pattern
of research, and Vanderbilt was on if Mira's blood sugar levels Saturday, Aug. 13 at Noble Park collections by designers like Diane Von Furstenberg and Jeffrey..
came home to learn to live with very good at showing us the dif- are high or low.
in Paducah. Her team is called Alan Marks.
MIX AND MATCH METALS
this disease and to adapt their ferent features of each pump,"
"The monitor is not quite as Mira's Marvels. All donations
Beth Kushnick, set decorator for CBS—The Good Wife," puts'
lifestyle to manage Miras.dia- said Keisha
accurate as the finger prick but go to find a cure for juvenile dimetallics near the top of her trend list.
betes. They all (including Mira
"We let Mira chose the one it is close," said Keisha. "We abetes.
"Some are highly reflective and others are more subtle, but they'te
and Lily) learned how to prick she felt the most comfortable also know that hormones can
"There are some days I don't
Mira's finger several times to with since she is the one who affect Type 1 diabetes, and this feel good. I still get headaches in gold, silver, copper and rubbed bronze. They really up-scale 'a
look and broaden a color palette," she says.
test her blood sugar levels. They will be living with it."
will help us keep track of what sometimes and feel shaky," said
The trend appeals to Matthews,too. Her style tip: Don't overdo it.
She chose the G-4 pump is going on with her levels as Mira. "But I am a 'sporty girl'
learned to count carbohydrates
"I prefer not to pick any more than three different metallic-finin everything she ate. Mira can which she named "Pearl" and she matures. Also, if she is sick, who loves gymnastics, dance ished pieces, and then put them together for
an eclectic and timelegi
tell you that "yogurt has 12 her new receiver she calls it can affect her diabetes, and the and running, and I want oth- look," she says.
grams of carbs and a donut has -Ruby."
monitor helps us regulate the in- er kids with Type 1 diabetes to
COLOR STORY
The new receiver is a con- sulin according to how her body know that they can still do the
over 30."
"My go-to color is always blue," says Kushnick."I'm seeing dark
They went from giving her tinual glucose monitor (CGM) is reacting to the illness."
things they love." In fact, re- blue and teal in particular now, which work so well for a variety of
insulin shots to using an insu- which she wears all the time,
The pump is moved every cently Mira was crowned Lil' styles, bridging the gap between masculine and feminine."
Adds Matthews: "Cool grays are giving way to dusty, sky and,
lin pen that she could adminis- and it checks her blood sugar three days so Mira has to only Miss Freedom Fest 2016.
ter herself, but in the last few every four minutes. The pat- experience one shot every three
Mira says she has more good indigo blues."
Griffin is seeing muted versions of'60s pottery hues — turquoise,
months, Mira has received an terns of her blood sugar levels days versus the three or more in- days now than bad days and she
will show on the monitor of the jections per day she was receiv- looks forward to starting third coral, citrus and ivory — debuting this fall and carrying into spring
insulin pump.
2017.
"After giving insulin shots insulin pump and has an alarm ing before the pump.
grade at Murray Elementary.
A range of whites and creams will complement all those metallics;
Mira said that she is able to do
for over a year, Mira knew she which will make a high pitched
To donate to Mira's Marvels,
says
Kushnick.
crui
most things she wand to do and go to JDRF.org and enter the
"As a set decorator, I usually try to stay away from these colors,
has adjusted to doing things a bit team name. The Kinsleyr famisince they're difficult to use on camera. But on my new show (CBS'
different.
ly would welcome anyone who "BrainDead") I'm using them almost exclusively. I'm seeing op"Swimming sometimes can would like to join them the day tions in every decor style. White's working year-round, and is hers
be a little bit of a problem for of the walk.•
to stay."
me because I go to daycare.
and after lunch we are able
to go swimming," said Mira.
"But sometimes, I have to wait
an hour after I eat before I can
swim."
She said that sometimes these
kinds of situations make her sad,
but as her Mom said,"Our family motto is 'I am special and everyone is dealt a different card.
This was the card we were dealt
and we make the best of it.'
Mira said,"My pancreas just
went blah!"
There is a test that can be given to siblings and parents to see
if they carry the antibodies. Lily
was checked, and right now,she
does not show any sign of the
antibodies in her system.
Thirteen children are affected
with Type 1 diabetes every day 3,500 a year.
"I want to help other kids to
not be afraid of Type 1 diabetes
and help them understand that
its ok," said Mira.
To accomplish this goal, Mira
and her family and friends are
MARTHA ANDRUS/Ledger & Times
planning to walk for the second
Mira shows off her continuous glucose monitor "Ruby"
year in the Juvenile Diabetes

Chestnut St • Murray. KY • 270-753-2571
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MCCH supports athletics through
certified trainers, sports physicals
Special to The Ledger
County
Murray-Calloway
Hospital is continuing its support of local athletes as fall
sports season begin at local
middle and high schools.
With a focus on keeping local
athletes healthy and active, the
hospital provided more than 450
free sports physicals over the
summer. The average physical
costs a family $100, but Murray-Calloway County Hospital
coordinated a team of 15 volunteer physicians, nurse practitioners and physician assistants
and 36 other volunteers to give
their time and provide them free
of charge. The result was an estimated $50,000 saved by local
families and several hundreds of
local athletes cleared to participate in sports.
MCCH has donated automated external defibrillatorunits to
both schools, offers free membership at the Center for Health
and Wellness and also supports
the school nurse program in
both districts.
The free sports physicals offered over the summer could not
have been made possible without the help of numerous volunteers: Dr. Mehdi Ahmadi, Dr.
Clegg Austin,Dr. David Bryson,
Dr. Jackie Milo, Dr. Stephen
Compton,Dr. Ghanshyarn Shastri, Dr. Susan Heffley, Dr. Derek Morgan, Dr. David Koelsch.
'
Photos courtesy of Murray-Calloway County Hospital Dr. Alison Ford, Linda Smith,
Staff of Murray-Calloway County Hospital are shown assisting PA, Alysha Taylor, PA, Lacy
McKeel,APRN,Jennie Bourne,
with free sports physicals the hospital offered recently.

APRN,Faye Austin APRN,Nicole Hudson, RN, Susan Burkeen, RN, Rita Peal, Ashley
Futrell, Terri Futrell, Melissa
Dodd, Eric Bourne, RN, Lacy
Cleaver, Beverly Dukes, Mitzi
Cathy, Carla Rossi, RN, Rhonda Smith, RN, Margaret Fritts,
RN, Beth Copeland, LPN, Lisa
Rister, RN, Janice Wallace,
RN,Michelle Jones, RN, Ryan
Dawson, Mike Farley, Kristie
Dikes, Jana Barnett, Becky
Maxwell, LPN,Tina Ryan,RN,
Amy Grogan, RN, Kathy Alexander, LPN, Janie Hale, RN,
Suzanne Hale, LPN, Ginger
Hale, LPN, RN, Kylie Collins,
Nichole Barton, Stacie Austin,
Kim Evans, Josh Price, Stacey
Schroeder and Kelli Phelps.•
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Audibel hearing aids!

Eventsponsored by:Audibel Hearing Center
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Need a FREE hearing
evaluation?
Visit our office:
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e
Donnie Baker,
Owner & Hearing
Instrument Specialist

AUDIBEL.
Audibel Hearing Center
1210 Johnson Blvd., Unit 1
Murray, KY 42071

(270)761-1900
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National61 Known
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COLLEGE FOOTBALL

College Sports Madness honors nine Racers
MSU Sports Information

Tony Mays, defensive lineman
Bishop Woods, defensive backs
Senior Jesse Blackburn of Marquez Sanford
and Toby
the Murray State football team Omli and punter Landon
Stratled nine Racers who appeared ton.
on College Sports Madness'anBlackburn, who was also
nual preseason All-Ohio Valley named to the
league's preseaConference teams, the website son All-OVC
team, reeled in
revealed Tuesday.
612 yards last season with five
Blackburn was placed on touchdowns and is
the leading
the first team at tight end, while returning receiver for Murray
quarterback KD Humphries, State this season.
wide receiver Malik Crolson and
Humphries, his quarterback,
linebacker Jonathan Jackson also had a great season for
MSU
earned second-team accolades. in 2015,passing for a school-reRounding out the third team for cord 3,778 yards and 22
touchMSU were offensive lineman downs. On Monday, Humphries

was honored by STATS by being
named as a preseason third-team
All-American.
With the loss of four of his
top six receivers at the end of
last season, one new target for
Humphries will be Golson, who
is a transfer from Delaware
State.
The redshirt, senior averaged
a career-high 14.0 yards per
catch with three touchdowns for
a total of 280 yards.
Jackson, the lone defensive
selection on the first two teams
for MSU, started all 11 games
for the Racers a year ago and

tallied the second-most tackles
on the team with 79.
Mays had a solid first season
for Murray State and contributed to an offensive line that
produced the second best passing offense, at 3473 yards per
game, and 12th best offense
overall, at 4456.1 yards per game,
in the nation.
Woods, who moved into a
starting role last season,finished
the season with 43 stops,including a season-high 10 against
Eastern Kentucky.
Sanford and Orrili also had
breakout first years in Murray.

Sanford had 50 tackles to go
along with two interceptions,
three pass breakups and five
pacces defended. Omli, whose
season was cut short due to injury, finished fifth on the team
with 49 tackles.
Rounding out the selections
for the Racers was Stratton, who
averaged 42.0 yards per punt
as a redshirt freshman to finish
19th in the nation and third in
the OVC.
Murray State will kick off its
2016 season at Illinois on Sept.
3 in Champaign,live on the Big
Ten Network at 2:30 p.m.II

2016 PREP GOLF PREVIEW: MURRAY HIGH

McDowell,English taking
command of MHSfate

Tigers, Lady Tigers enter year with senior leaders, new coach
By BRYCE FtUDD
Sports Reporter

The Lady Tigers are motivated to win a third straight All A
Girls Golf Region 1 Tournament
championship and seek another
top-five finish at the All A Girls
Golf State Tournament. They are
led by seniors Sarah McDowell
and Jana Forgey.
For Sarah McDowell, the
chance to contend for a KHSAA Girls Golf Individual State
Tournament championship, is a
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See MHS, Page 10A

MLB: CINCINNATI 7, ST LOUIS 5

Scheblees 3-run HR in 9th sends Reds over Cards
The Associated Press
CINCINNATI — Scott Schebler stood and watched his first
career game-ending homer stay
inside the foul pole, and then
flipped his bat and made the tour
of the bases. Quite a return for
the outfielder.
Schebler's three-run homer
in the ninth inning rallied the
Cincinnati Reds to a 7-5 victory over the St. Louis Cardinals
on Tuesday night in their first
game without Jay Bruce. Schebler was called up earlier in the
day to take his roster spot, and
wound up winning a game.
"I.didn't know if it was going to stay fair, and I stood there
longer than I wanted to," Schebler said. 'That's as good as it
gets right there."
Brandon Moss and Tommy
Pham hit solo homers In the
eighth for a 5-4 lead, but the
Cardinals couldn't hold on in a
game that had four lead changes
in the last three innings.
Seung Hwan Oh (2-2) escaped a bases-loaded threat in

Unbeaten
Team USAI
ready for
Olympics .3
The Associated Press

HOUSTON — They have
crisscrossed the country, delivering basketball blowouts from
=1st ICI coast.
Now the U.S. Olympic teams
can finally take the only flight they
really want.
They were to depart together
Tuesday night for Brazil, a trip
that's expected to lead to gold. ,
"This is the exciting part;:
knowing that we're about to go Uzi.
Rio," men's star Carmelo Anthop:ny said."We're about to just loct
in in just one location, and we calf,'
just really focus on playing ba..*:ketball and getting better indivice.
ually and as a group."
Anthony, at 32 the old ma
of the U.S. team, wasn't a fan qt;
the early morning flights that dat
Americans took during their erk
hibition tour, as evidenced by D.
Mar DeRozan's Instagram vid4.
of a team singalong during ot:
Now the teams can drop airr;-chor and stick around in one
— they're staying on a cruise
along one of Brazil's beau
beaches.
"I'm excited to see (Kevia`!„
Durant), DeMarcus Cousins,
the guys. I like them all, and itItt
a great group of guys," Angel Kit
Coughtry of the women's team
said following its final exhibition
in New York. "I'm ready to get
to know them better and condi**
to hang out with these girls and:
have a good time in Rio. This is
the Olympics, it's a positive thing
and we're ready to go in there and
have some fun."
The men finished off their eiti;
hibitl•hour here Monday with.a,
110-014out of Nigeria,a game at.
tended by the women's team aftet
it arrived earlier in the day.
After unveiling their team
New York in late June, the men
reported three weeks later to training camp in Las Vegas and also
played exhibition games in Los
Angeles, Oakland and Chicago.
They went 5-0,averaged 102.8
points and overwhelmed their opponents by 43 per game.The road
to Rio was easy, but coach Mike
Krzyzewski insists the Olympics
won't be.
"The competition is going to
get better. I mean, really good,"
Krzyzewski said.
"We play two games against
teams that we've beaten, but
they'll be a little bit different, in
China and Venezuela. And then
we play Australia, who is very
good.
They'll probably start five
NBA players. And then you play
Serbia, and we know them from
the world championships, with
(Milos) Teodosic and their big
guys. And then you play France,
who will probably have eight or
nine NBA players. So it goes up.
It goes up, and we have to react
accordingly."
The U.S. crushed China, the
opponent in its opener Saturday,
106-57 and 107-57. The Americans beat Venezuela 80-45.
The women played higher-caliber opponents during their tour,
which started in Los Angeles before moving to the Northeast for
victories over France, Canada and
Australia.
They are a heavy favorite to
win a sixth consecutive gold medr,
al in Rio and have won 41 colt::
secutive Olympic contests, wit
the last loss coming in the 199314
semifinals.
They gathered on July
and coach Geno Aurienuna said'
Tuesday was the first real prac-;
tice they've had. He plans anotb-H.
er Wednesday_after they arrive in
Rio.
"So we're not as good as we're::
going to be. and that's kind of the'
way it's been for us at the Olympics," Aurienuna said. "We get
better as the week goes on and
that's certainly been the case since the 23rd."
USA Basketball chairman Jet' •
ry Colangelo visited the women's- '
team at practice and addressed the
players afterward, wishing them
luck in Rio.
Durant and Anthony are the
only players on the men's team
who have played in the Olympics.
•

scio

Originally in charge of giving motivational speeches as an
assistant coach for the Murray
High Tigers and Lady Tigers
golf teams in last fall, Amy McDowell is now in charge of far
more than that.
After a
whirlwind
of changes
during the
2015 season,
McDowell
took
over,
as the MHS
head coach,
succeeding
former Murray
State
Amy McDowell
Racer and
current golf
professional Nick Newcomb,
while sharing KHSAA Region 1
Girls Golf Co-Coach of the Year
honors with Graves County's
Chuck Whitnell.
In less than two full seasons,
she has seen a golden program
BRYCE RUDD / Ledger & Times file photo
go from a team that was scramMurray High golfer Sarah McDowell marks a putt during the KHSAA Girls Golf Region 1 Tournament on Sept. 28, 2015 at
bling to have enough golfers to
Calvert City Country Club.
field a roster to one that has seen
a bevy of players positioning
themselves for a top-five spot in
SCOUTING REPORT: MURRAY HIGH TIGERS,LADY TIGERS
a lineup that could shuffle at any
ion Owns County, Uuktplort Canal Wray Mph st Clime Coyly OWts County
given moment.
MAD COM&Pak McDowell.
auk 4 pa.

Lady Tigers

RIO SUMMER GAMESO‘
MEN'S BASKETBALL

the eighth, but gave up a pair of nings. "You don't want to get
singles to start the ninth. Sche- beat 11-0 either."
Moss and Peralta had doubler connected for his second
bles that accounted for a run
homer of the season.
"That was long, loud and in the sixth. Moss tied it with
historic," manager Bryan Price a leadoff homer against Blake
said. "That was something, es- Wood in the eighth, part of his
pecially after having the bases three-hit game. Pham followed
loaded and nobody out against with his first career pinch-hit
the same pitcher. Oh has been homer,the fourth by St. Louis.
sensational."
Wainwright and Jedd Gyorko
Jumbo Diaz (1-1) fanned Oh also had solo shots for St. Louis.
with the bases loaded in the top
Cincinnati played its first
of the ninth to keep it 5-4.
game since Bruce was dealt to
The second-place Cardinals the Mets. The right fielder and
are hoping to make a run in the Adam Duvall were tied for the
NL Central now that their lineup team lead with 25 homers at the
is closer to full strength. Moss time of the trade. Duvall moved
and Jhonny Peralta returned from left field to Bruce's old
from injuries on Tuesday, and spot and hit a two-run homer in
the Cardinals expect to get lead- the seventh off Kevin Siegrist
off hitter Matt Carpenter back for a 4-3 lead.
later in the week.
Cincinnati's Joey Votto had
Instead, their second-straight an RBI double among his four
walk-off loss dropped them nine hits and extended his hitting
games behind the first-place streak to a career-best 16 games.
Cubs.
Yadier Molina doubled and ex"It's hard, for sure, but tended his hitting streak to 16
they're painful just like the other ones are painful," said Adam
s- See CARDS, Page 10A
Wainwright, who lasted five in-

44r

AP Photo
Cincinnati's Scott Schebier hits a walk-off three-run home

run off St. Louis' Seung Hwan Oh during the ninth inning
Tuesday In Cincinnati.

Murray Ledger & Times
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71.50%. 3 Darron Sales, 70.97%, 4, JUTy ILaiMk 5, Malin Hide, 7150% A Hsiult
0642%.7,Bran Stuart,ii/114.11,Zac
Blair, 111145%. A Jason Bohn,1153%. 10, Russ* Knox,11.50%
Graeae la Plapilaiss Percesaaps
1, Henrik Slanion, 72.63%. 2, Wan Glover,
71.72%. 3, Jhondlen Vow,70.13%. 4, %Alia
Knox, 09.97% 5, Sergio Wm,09.03%. 6 (Ie),
Thomas Aiken and Patna RaOgsrt, 09.54%. 6,
Jason Dulnar, 01.51%. 9 did, Johnson Wagner
and Keegan Bradley, 66.44%.
Total DAN*
1, Keegan Bradley, 69. 2, Racy Mciroy, 77 3,
Ernalario Grillo, 76. 4, Hudson Seidlord, 82. 5,
Lucas QOM 86.6. Russel Olefin 95. 7, Henrik
Stinson,* 5, Pia CUM,96. 9,Thorrm Aiken,
101 10,3 bed itith 101
Shots Gaded-Pvtird
1, Jason Day, 1.072. 2, Jwres Danielson,.963.
3, Steve Stitclue .828. 4, Phil Michelson, 756.
5, Jordan Spied,.739.6, Horns Engin,.890. 7,
Aaron Baddeley, .640. 6, BrNn Hannan,.629. 9,
Martin Piller, .623. 10,Daniel Surnmerhsys,1100. •
Birdie Average
1, Rory Wilma 4.41. 2, Dustin Johnson, 4.38.
3, Jordan Spied, 4.35. 4, Henrik Stanton, 4.22.
5, I& Holmes, 4.19.6, Hidelu Matsuyama, 4.16.
7, Jason Day, 4.14. 8, Phil Mickelson, 4.10, 9,
Brooks Kann,4.00. 10, Chan Schwartael. 3.96.
Espies(Bolas Per)
1, Ben Martin, 90.0. 2, Jason Day, 93.3. 3. KmChappee
in
96.4. 4, Morgan Hoffmann, 96.5. 5,
DM. Lee, 98.0. 6, Dustin Johnson,99.0. 7, Patrick
Rodgers, 106.5. 8, Adam Scott, 106.0. 9, CNN
Berne, 111.0. 10, Bubba WatP311, 114.8.
Said Sara Percentage
1, Sean(Nair,64.96%. 2, Jon Curran,61.45%.
61.36%. 4, Jason Day, 61.11%. 5,
Mixt
3, Jonas
David Toms,8076%. 6, Phil khckeison, 60.71%.
7, John Huh, 60,68%. 8, Brandon Todd, 60.36%.
g. Brace Molder, 59.83%. 10, Aaron Baddeiey,
59.69%
MI-Around Ranking
1, Mena Stanson, 235. 2, Rory Marcy,265. 3,
Jason Day, 272. 4, Brooks Media, 304. 5, Dustin
Johnson, 340. 6, Phil Mickialson, 351. 7, Sergio
Garcia, 354. 8,Mann Scott, 379.9, Rickle Fowler,
395. 10, Justin Rose, 417.

SCOREBOARD =
Ha% er..14

I. 1 ii..ttra ewe %gen(-%

Nobody (.7,717 protect your AUTO
any better than we can'
:
21'S )29' 5* • 1.1./.13: 10 • 753-341.

AREA SCHEDULE
Todayl Games
No games salaamed
Thursday's Games
BOYS AND GIRLS GOLF
4 p.m.
HIcianan County at Calloway County, Oaks
Country Club
County at Marshall County,
faultHugo,
Ckjb

11156

SPORTS ON TV
Today's Games
MUM
2 p.m.
FS2 - Tour of Utah, Stage 3, Richfield to
Payson, Utah
GOLF
2 p.m.
FS1
USGA, US. Women's Amateur, round of
64, at Spnngadcl, Pa.
MORSE RACING
4 p.m.
FS2-Saratoga Live, at Saratoga Springs, N.Y
MLB
1 p.m.
IALB- Miami at Chicago Cistis
4 p.m.
MLB - Washington at Arizona Of Milwaukee
at San Diego (games joined in progress)
8 p.m
ESPN - N.Y Mets at N.Y. Yankees
FS/AV -St Lours at Cincinnati
SOCCER
1 p.m
ESPN - international Champions Cup 2016,
Barcelona vs. Leicester City, at Solna. Sweden
6:30 p.m.
ESP142- International Champions Cup 2016,
Bayern Munich vs. Real Madnd, at East Rutherford, N.J.
6:30 p.m.
ESPN2- International Champions Cup 2016,
AC Milan vs Chelsea, at Minneapolis
RIO SUMMER OLYMPICS
10:30 cm
NBCSN - Women's Soccer Sweden vs. Russia. Canada vs. Australia. U.S. vs. New Zealand
and France vs. Colombia
2 p.m.
USA-Women's Soccer Brazil vs China.Zimbabwe vs. Germany
Thursday's Games
CFL
6 p.m.
ESPN2-British Columbia at Montreal
9 p.m.
ESPN2-Saskatchewan at Calgary
CYCLING
2 p.m.
FS2-Tour of Utah Stage 4, Lehi to Kearrts,
Utah
GOLF
6:30 a.m.
GOLF - European PGA Tour, Paul Lawrie
Match Play, round of 64, at North Berwick. Scotland
10 a.m.
GOLF - European PGA Tour, Paul Lawrie
Match Play, round of 34, at NORT1 Berwick, Scotland
2 p.m.
FS1 - USGA, U.S. Women's Amateur, round of
328 round of 16, at Springfield. Pa.
GOLF - PGA Tour, Travelers Championship,
grJt round, at Cromwell, Conn,
HORSE RACING
4 p.m.
FS2-Saratoga Live, at Saratoga Springs, N.Y.
MU
11 a.m.
MLB - Kansas City at Tampa Bay or Minnesota at Cleveland
11:30..m
FSfAV- St. Louis at C.incinnati
2 p.m.
MLS - San Francisco at Philadelphia or
Detroit (games joined in
at
Sox
Chicago Whrte
progniss)
6 p.m.
MLB - NY Mats at N.Y. Yankees or Texas at
Baltimore
RIO SUMMER OLYMPICS
11:30 a.m.
NBCSN - Men's Soccer Iraq vs. Denmark.
Brazil vs. Russia. Portugal vs Argentina. Fiji vs.
South Korea. Nigeria vs. Japan
1 p.m.
USA - Men's Soccer: Honduras vs. Algeria,
Mexico vs. Germany, Sweden vs. Colombia

Slit. 4WD

1-2), 240 p.m.
Washington (Scherzo 11-6) at Arizona (Godley
3-1), 240 p.m
N.Y. Mete (14atz 8-7) at NI. Yankees (Green
1-2), 6:05 pm.
San FirlflCiSCO (Gusto 13-3) at Philadelphia
(Nola 6-9), 6.95 p.m.
Pittsburgh (Locke 8-6) at Atlanta (Whalen 0-0),
0:10 p.m.
St LOUtS (Machs 6-7) at Cincinnati (Reed 0-5),
6110 p.m.
LA. Dodgers(Stewart 0-1) at Colorado (Anderson 3-3), 740 p.m.
Thursday's Games
St Louis at Cincimatt 11:35 am.
San Francisco at Philadelphia. 12:05 em
N.Y Mats at N.Y. Yankees,6:05 p.m.
Pittsburgh at Atlanta,610 p.m.
LA Dodgers at Colorado, 740 p.m.

MO LEADERS

Through Tuesday
AMERYCAN LEAGUE
BATTING-Antrim, Houston, .360 %pens,
Boston, 323; Escobar, Anaheim, .322; Ortiz, Boston,.316; Trout, Arianerm 314, Cabrera, Chicago,
.308; Unclor, Cleveland, .308, Betts, Boston,.306;
Cabrera, Detroit,.306; Machado, Baltimore,.304.
RUNS-Donaldson, Toronto, 87; Kinslet Debort, 85; Betts, Boston, 84, Trout, Anaheim, 83;
Bogaerts, Boston, 79; Move, Houston, 79- Desmond, Texas, 75; Springer, Houston, 74; Machado, Baltimore, 71; Pedrora, Boston, 71,
RIN-Encaniacion, Toronto, 90; Ortiz, Boston,
87; Puglia, Anaheim, 81; Napoli, Cleveland, 76;
Trumbo, Baltimore 75; Donaldson, Toronto, 74,
Betts, Boston, 70; Cabrera, Detroit, 69; Davis,
Oakland, et, Cruz, Sadie,61 Cano, Seattle, 68;
Ember, Chicago,68; Corral, Houston, 68
HITS-A/tuve, Houston, 150; Bogaerts, Boston,
140; Betts, Boston, 137; Casio, Seattle, 129; Pedrosa, Boston, 125; Desmond, Texas, 125; Undor,
Cleveland, 123; Kinsier, Detroit, 123; Escobar,
Anaheim, 123; Machado, Baltimore, 123.
DOUBLES-Ortiz, Boston, 36; Belts, Boston,
30; Machado, Baltimore, 30, Seeger. Seattle, 29;
Schoop, Baltimore, 28, Longoria, Tampa Bay, 27;
Shaw, Boston, 27; Pillar, Toronto, 26; Bradley Jr.,
Boston, 26; AltiNe, Houston, 26.
TRIPLES-Eaton, Chicago, 7; Bradley Jr., Boston, 6; Andrus, Texas, 6; Ellsbury, New York, 5.
Miller, Tampa Bay, 5; Naquin, Cleveland, 5; Donaldson, Toronto, 5; Betts, Boston, 5, Chisenhall,
Cleveland, 4, Crisp, Oakland, 4, Cabrera, Chicago,
4; Buxton, Minnesota, 4; Ado, Seattle, 4; hUpnis.
Cleveland, 4; Bums, Oakland, 4; Calhoun, Anaheim,4; Castellanos, Detrod, 4.
HOME RUNS-Frazier, Chicago, 30; Trumbo.
Baltimore, 30; Encarnacion, Toronto, 29; Davis,
Oakland, 27; Cruz, Seattle, 26; Napoli, Cleveland,
26; Ortiz, Boston, 25, Donaldson, Tomato, 25:
Cano, Seattle, 24; Cabrera, Dental, 24.
STOLEN BASES-Davis, Cleveland, 25, Altuve,
Houston, 25; Upton Jr., Toronto, 20; Desmond.
Texas, 17; Eltsbury, New York, 17; Trout, Anaheim, 17: Belts, Boston, 17; Dyson, Kansas City,
16; Burns, Oakland, 14; Escobar, Kansas City, 14.
PITCHING-Sale, Chicago, 14-4, Porcello,
Boston, 14-2; Happ, Toronto, 14-3; Tillman, Baltmori, 14-3; Wr.Mit Boston, 12-5; Harnels, Texas,
12-2; Salazar, Cleveland, 11-4; Sanchez,Toronto,
11-1; hvakuma, Seattle, 11-7; Tomlin, Cleveland,
11-3.
ERA-Sanchez, Toronto, 2.71; Hands, Texas,
2.83; Quintana, Cnicago, 2.89; Duffy, Kansas City,
2.98; Estrada, Toronto, 3.02; Pomeranz, Boston,
3.09; Happ, Toronto, 3.16; Sale, Chicago, 3.17;
Wright, Boston, 3,20; Cuber, Cleveland, 3.27.
STRIKEOUTS-Archer, Tampa Bay, 161; Price,
Boston, 156; Veriander, Detroit, 155; Kluber,
Cleveland, 145; Pineda, New York, 143; Salazar,
Cleveland, 133; Sale, Chicago, 133; Hamels, Texas, 112; Porneranz, Boston, 130; Duffy, Kansas
City, 126.
SAVES-Britton, Baltimore, 32; Rodriguez, Detroit,
Cahee Seattle 25; Golome, Tampa Bay,
25; Robertson, Chicago, 25; Mattson, Oakland,
22; Osuna, Toronto, 22; Dyson, Texas, 22; Davis,
Kansas City, 21: Allen, Cleveland, 20; Ziegler,
Boston, 20.
NATIONAL LEAGUE
BATT1NG-Murphy, Washington, .356; Ramos,
Washington, .331; Prado, Miami, .323; Marta, Pittsburgh, .322; Gonzalez, Colorado, .321;
LeMahleu, Colorado, .320; Braun, Milwaukee
.320; 'relict, Miami, .316; Diaz, St. Louis, .312;
Realmuto, Miami,.312.
RUNS--Bryant Chicago, 82; Arenado, Goiasdo, 72; Myers, San Diego, 69; Seager, Los Angeles, 69; Gonzalez. Colorado, 68; Story, Colorado,
67; Votto, Cincinnati, 66; LeMahieu, Colorado,65;
Zobnst Chicago, 65; Segura, Arizona,65.
RBI-Bruce, New York, BO; Arenado, Colorado, 79; Murphy, Washington, 79; Rizzo, Chicago,
Mill
79; Gonzalez, Colorado, 72; Story, Colorado, 72;
AMERICAN LEAGUE
Duvall, Cincinnati, 71; Goldschmidt Arizona, 69;
East Division
Kemp, Atlanta, 69; Lamb, Arizona, 68; Bryant,
L
W
Pet GB
Chicago, 68.
.571
45
60
Baltimore
HITS-Murphy, Washington, 136; Segura, Ari.561
47
60
Toicvitu
zona, 131; Prado, Miami, 121, Gonzalez, Cobra2
.552
47
58
Boston
do, 128; Seager, Los Angeles, 126; Yelicti, Miami,
.500 714
53
53
New York
118; Marta, Pittsburgh, 118; LeMatiteu, Colorado,
63
18
42
.400
Tampa Bay
117; Ozuna, Miami, 116; Goldschmidt Arizona.
Central Division
115.
GB
Poi
L
W
DOUBLES-Murphy, Washington, 32; Rizzo,
.577
44
60
Cleveland
Chicago, 30; Seager, Los Angeles, 30; Yelich,
3
.547
48
58
Detroit
Miami, 28; Batt San Francisco, 27; Gonzalez,
55
10
51
.481
Kansas City
Colorado, 27; Markakis, Atlanta, 26; Arenado,
10
.481
55
51
Chicago
Colorado, 26; Polanco, Pittsburgh, 25; Marts,
19
.396
64
42
Minnesota
Pittsburgh, 25; Bryant Chicago, 25; Freeman,
West Division
Atlanta, 25; Piscotty, St. Louis, 25; Carpenter, St
Pct GB
I.
W
Louis. 25; Diaz, St Louis, 25.
.579
45
62
Texas
TRIPLES--Lamb, Arizona, 8; Harrison, Pitts56
.528 514
50
Houston
burgh, 7; Hernandez, Philadelphia, 7; Freeman,
52
8
53
.505
Seattle
Atlanta, 6; Crawford, San Francisco, 6: Bruce,
2
1
.453 13/
58
48
"i
Los Angeles
New York, 6; LeMahieu, Colorado, 6: Clouse Mi59
2
1
47
443 14/
Oakland
ami, 5; Parana, Arizona, 5; Murphy, Washington,
Tuesday's Results
5; Carpenter, St Louis, 5. Belt, San Francisco, 5;
Baltimore 5, Texas 1
Revere, Washington, 5; Hechavarria, Miami, 5;
Detroit 11, Chicago White Sox 5
Bourjos, Philadelphia, 5; Mate, Pittsburgh, 5;
Minnesota 10, Cleveland 6
Panik, San Francisco, 5. Segura, Arizona, 5.
Kansas City 3, Tampa Bay 2
HOME RUNS-Shay,Colorado, 27: Bryant, ChiN.Y. Mets 7, N.Y. Yankees 1
cago, 26; Arenado, Colorado, 26; Carrell, CincinToronto 2, Houston 1
nati, 26; Carter, Milwaukee, 25; Bruce, New York,
LA. Angels 5, Oakland
25; Rizzo, Chicago. 24; Kemp,Atlanta, 23; Lamb,
Seattle 5, Boston 4
Arizona, 22; Stanton, Miami, 22; Cespedes. New
Today's Games
York, 22.
N.Y. Mats (Mats 8-7) at N.Y. Yankees (Green
STOLEN BASES-iallar, Milwaukee, 40; Matte,
1-2), 6705 p.m.
Ptttsburgh, 36; Hamilton. Cincinnati, 36; Nunez,
Texas (liamels 12-2) at Baltimore (Gausman
San Francisco, 28; Myers. San Diego, 21 Jan2-8), 5:05 p.m.
kowski. San Diego, 20; Perez, Milwaukee, 19;
Chicago White Sox (Sale 14-4) at Detroit (FulSegura. Arizona, 18; Herrera, Philadelphia, 16;
mer 9-2). 6:10 p.m.
Harper, Washington, 15.
Kansas City (Volquez 8-9) at Tampa Bay (OdorPITCHING-Strasburg,Washington, 15-1; CueLai 5-5), 6:10 p.m.
to, San Francisco, 13-3; Fernandez, Miami, 12-6;
Minnesota (Duffey 5-8) at Cleveland (Bauer
Artie* Chicago, 12-5; Kershaw, Los Angeles,
74),110 pm.
11-2; Schemer, Washington,11-6; Roark, WashToronto (Estrada 6-4) at Houston McHugh
ington, 11-8; Lester, Chicago, 11-4; Hammel,Chi7-7), 710 p.m.
r, ,St. Louis,104.
Marraz
ci&I-iL
Oakland (Gravernan 7-7) at LA. Angels WeavLoa Angeles, 1.79; Hendricks,
er 8-8),106 p.m.
Chicago, 224 Burngamer, San Francisco, 2.25;
Boodon (Porcelo 14-2) at Seattle(hvakuma 11deGrorn, New 1'ork, 241; Syntlergaard, New York,
7),910 p.m.
2.48; Gusto, San Francisco, 2.63; Strasburg,
Diurnal% Gams
Washington, 2.63; Arleta, Chicago, 2.75; TeheKansas City at Tamps Bay, 11:10 am.
ran, Adults,241; Schemer, Washington, 2.85.
Minnesota at Cleveland, 11:10 am.
STRIKEOUTS-Fernandsz, Mani, 192; ScherChicago White Scot at Detroit 1210 p.m.
zer, Washington, 187;Bumgerner,San Francisco,
N.Y. Mats at N.Y.Miikess,615 p.m.
174; Strasburg, Washington, 161; Ray, Arizona.
at LA Angels,6:05 p.m.
152; Syridergaird, New York. 150; Kershaw, Los
Yeses at BaltenorI 6:05
Angeles, 145; Arne* Chicago, 139, Lackey, ChiToronto it Houston,210 pm. •
, 137; Cud°, San Francisco, 131.
Boston at Seattle,910 p.m.
anNia. New York, 37; Ramos, Miami,
NA11014AL LEAGUE
31; Jansen, LDS Angeles, 31; Melancon, WashEast Division
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1
454 14/
59
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Statistics
Pet GB
L
W
Tlwough July 31
.613 41
65
Semen Points
FedlEaCup
9
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50
56
troUtils
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1, Jason Day, 2,735.251 2, Dustin Johnson,
.510
51
53
Pittsburgh
17
2,701.300. 3. Adam Scat 2,082.950. 4, Jor.452
57
47
tillaraukse
4102½.
dan Spied, 1,965.367. 5, Brandt Sandbar,
62
43
Cincinnati
1,564400. 6, Phil Mickalmon, 1,531.063. 7, %BMN Malin
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Pd
oll Knok,1,500.750.8, PdrIck Reed, 1,470.300.
L
W
Mini Kind 1,423120. 10, Kevin Chappell,
9,
.575
45
61
San Francisco
1,421E100.
2
.557
47
59
Los MON
Average
100
53
53
Colorado
$7112.192. 2. Dunn Johnion,
.430 1514
1, PM alickalson
61
46
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2 992211. Jeson Day, 66.262. 4, Jordon Spleth,
1
402 18/
64
43
Anzone
NAP.6, Adam Scott, 09.521 8, Intik StanTeseders
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110405. 9, Cheri Sdnvartrei, 80.725. 16,
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601MIL 00.730.
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PRO BASEBALL

PRO GOLF

PRO BASKETBALL
*NBA
EASTERN CONFERENCE
Pet GB
L
W
8 .692
18
New York
12 .520 4V•
13
Atlanta
5
12
12 .500
Indiana
6
13 .458
11
Chicago
8
.375
15
9
Washington
16
9
8
333
Connecticut
WESTERN CONFERENCE
Go
Pct
L
W
3
21
875
Los Angeles
840
4
21
Minnesota
11
14
10
.417
Phoenix
12
15
9
375
Seattle
2
1
360 12/
16
9
Dallas
2
1
.217 15/
18
5
San Antonio
NOTE Olympic Break season resumes Aug. 26.

AUTO RACING
NASCAR
Sprint Cup
Schedule-Winners
Feb 13- x-Sprint Unlimited (Denny Hamlin)
Feb. 18- x-Can-Ann Duel At Daytona 1 (Dale
Earnhardt Jr)
Feb. 18- x-Can-Arn Duel At Daytona 2 Rye
Busch)
Feb. 21 -Daytona 500(Denny Hamlin)
Feb. 28- Folds of Honor QuikTrip 500 (Jimmie Johnson)
March 6- Kobalt 400(Brad Keselowski)
March 13-Good Sant 500 (Kevin Harvick)
March 20 -Auto Club 400(Jimmie Johnson)
April 3- STP 500 (Kyle Busch)
April 9- Duck Commander 500(Kyle Busch)
April 17-Food City 500(CM Edwards)
April 24- Toyota Owners 400 (Carl Edwards)
May 1 - GEICO 500(Brad Keselowsid)
May 7-Go Bowling 400 (Kyle Busch)
May 15 - AAA 400 Drive for Autism (Matt
Keriseth)
May 21 - x-Sprint Showdown (Kyle Larson)
May 21 - x-NASCAR Sprint All-Star Race
(Joey Logano)
May 29-Coca-Cola 603(Martin Trues Jr)
June 6-Axatta 'We Paint Winners' 400 (Kurt
Busch)
June 12- FireKeepers Casino 400 (Joey Logano)
June 26-Toyota/Save Mart 350(Tony Stewart)
July 2- Coke Zero 403(8nal Kinistarsid)
July 9- Quaker State 400(Brad Keselowski)
July 17- New Hampshire 301 (Matt Kenseth)
July 24 - Combat Wounded Coalition 400
(Kyle Busch)
Aug. 1 -Pennsylvania 400(Chns Buescher)
Aug. 7 - Cheez-It 355 at The Glen, Watkins
Glen, N.Y.
Aug. 20 - Bass Pro Shops NRA Night Race,
Bristol, Tenn.
Aug. 28- Pure Michigan 400, Brooklyn, Mich.
Sept 4 - Bojangles' Southern 500, Darlington, S.C.
Sept 10 - Federated Auto Parts 400, Richmond, Va.
Sept 18- Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles 400,
Joliet, Ill.
Sept. 25-New England 300, Loudon, N.H.
Oct. 2-HASCAR Sprint Cup Dover Race, Dover, Del.
Oct.8- Bank of America 500, Concord, N.C.
Oct. 16- Hollywood Casino 400, Kansas City,
Kan.
Oct. 23- Alabama 500,Talladega, Ala.
Oct. 30- Goody's Fast Relief 500, Martinsville, Va.
Nov. 6-MA Texas 500, Fort Worth, Texas
Nov. 13- Can-Am 500, Avondale, AM.
Nov. 20 - Ford EcoBoost 400, Homestead,
Fla.
x-non-points race

PRO SOCCER
MIS
EASTERN CONFERENCE
W L T Pts GF GA
10 7 6 36 40 40
New York City FC
9 9 5 32 38 30
New York
8 8 6 30 36 35
Philadelphia
7 5 9 30 36 31
Montreal
7 7 6 27 25 23
Toronto FC
6 7 8 26 27 33
New England
5 8 8 23 20 26
D.C. Unitsd
4 5 11 23 32 35
Orlando City
3 7 10 19 26 32
Columbus
4 10 6 18 19 27
Chicago
WESTERN CONFERENCE
W L T Pts GF GA
13 6 5 44 37 31
FC Darts
10 3 8 38 24 19
Colorado
9 3 9 36 35 20
Los Angeles
Sporting Kansas Cdy 10 10 4 34 28 25
9 6 7 34 32 32
Real Salt Lake
8 9 6 30 33 37
Vancouver
7 8 8 29 33 34
Portland
6 6 8 26 22 23
San Jose
6 12 3 21 21 28
Seattle
4 9 7 19 23 26
Houston
NOTE; Three points for victory, one point for tie.
Today's Game
Real Salt Lake at Toronto FC,8 p.m.
Frklay's Game
New York City FC at San Jose, 10 Om
Saturday's GilT1011
Philadelphia at D.C. United,6 p.m.
Houston at Montreal,6:30 p.m.
New England at Toronto FC,8:30 p.m.
Vancouver at Colorado, 8 p.m.
Chicago at Real Salt Lela,9 p.m.
Sunday% Games
Sporting Kansas City at Portland, 3 p.m
Seattle at Orlando Ctty,6 p.m.

SPORTS HISTORY
AUGUST 3
1852 - The first Intercoliegiate rowing race
a held 011 Lake Viinnipesaulme, N.H.. where
Harvard beats Yale by four lengths on the 2-mile
course.
1949 - The National Basketball Association
Is formed by the merger of the National Basketball League and the Basketball Association
of America.
1966 - Scott Frost, driven IN Joe O'Brien.
wins the liambletcatan at Good Time Park n
Goshen, N.Y. IN goes on to become the first trotting Triple Crown winner.
1990- The Professional Golfers Association
Tour announces It will not hold tournaments at
golf clubs tout have M-whits niernbershIpa or
show any other signs of diectimindion.
1996 - Andre Assad, the Drew Turn and
the U.S women's 400-meter relay team win
Olympic gold medals, whiki the American men's
400 relay settles for atm YAM Carl Lewis Idled
bye coacha decision end Leroy Burrell inand.
the men's 400teem is shaded by Canada -Me
Brat time the U.S. lost the went at the Olympics.
2003- kinks &media completes a career
Grand Siwn at the Woman% British Open, Wing
Se RI Pak by a stroke Ni a idling heed-to-need
showdown.
2006- Champ Ca driver Crisiano da Matta
needs surgery to remove a ruptured blood vessel
in Ms head allen Ms race car collides with a Our
that wandered onto ths Ina during s test passion at Rood America In Ellthwt Lake,
2012 - Wan Phelps rafts to win the
100-miter butterfly for his NM gold of Vie London Games and No 1701 his career. r Phois.
Bind conseciabe win in Me event at Me Ohmdal and his 2151 crest medal

•
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From Page 9A
possibility. She ended up fifth
at the KHSAA state tournament
after becoming the medalist at
the All A Regional Tournament
last season.
Getting a once-in-a-lifetime
opportunity to play her senior
season with her mother, Amy,
as her head coach, Sarah is
leaving no doubt about wanting
to repeat at the All A Region 1
Tournament medalist. Sarah defeated Mayfield's Devany Cope
last year by one stroke for the
All A regional medal and return
to the KHSAA State Tournament as an individual with Calloway County's Eadena Sheets.
Sarah is adgmpting to become Murray High's second
golf state champion and the
school's first since 1981, when
current Murray State women's
golf coach Velvet Jones-Milkman won the KHSAA state title.
"This is my last year in high
school and,if I'm going to have
a great year, this is the year to
be great," Sarah said. "We're a
young team overall, but these
girls are good. They're coming
out here and getting their short
game down. That's something
you're never completely done
with perfecting."
Looking forward to ensuing academic and golf careers
at MSU after issuing a verbal
commitment there, Sarah is
excited to compete for an All
A Girls Golf State Tournament
team title and a fourth straight
All A Girls Golf Region 1 Tournament championship while
many other small-school golf
programs struggle to field a full
girls lineup.
Alyssa Brunston was the
lone senior to graduate from
the MHS girls golf squad,leaving the Lady Tigers with a huge
loss. She played her best round
at Oaks Country Club, where
she penciled in a pristine 40 in
Murray High's first win of the
2015 season.
Forgey, who was a member
of the Lady Tigers state championship track and field team
last May, may be getting a late
start to the season. But her experience as a leader will boost
Murray High.
The Lady Tigers' junior
class of Melody Sheets, Abbi
Waltmon and Delaney Welsh
are hoping to click sooner,rather than later, and their progress
could be the difference between
individual tournament berths
and a KHSAA state tournament
team berth.
After recent practices, Welsh
has ahold of the No. 2 slot in
MHS lineup.
sophoUp-and-coming
more Kennedy Kellet and
eighth-graders Claire Whitaker and Mary Browder-Howell
round out the Lady Tigers' roster. Whitaker has been tabbed a

11Cards...
From Page 9A
games as well,the longest by a
Cardinal since David Freese hit
in 20 in a row in 2013.
Wainwright hit his second
homer of the season off Dan
Straily, but couldn't beat the
Reds. Wainwright went 3-0
with a 1.77 ERA in July, but
lasted only five innings on
Tuesday. He's only 8-10 career
against the Reds in 21 starts.

Votto appologizes to fan
Votto wasn't happy with

JEFF ARENZ / Ledger & Times
Murray High's Preston French tees off at No. 5 during a
scrimmage against Calloway County and Marshall County
last Thursday at Murray Country Club.
player to watch in the Murray ell said. "If anything, he enjoys it. His granddad (Murray
High lineup.
Whitaker's competitive fire, State men's basketball coach)
experience and willingness to Ron Greene told me that, when
absorb the game has placed her Preston comes off the course,
in the third spot on the MHS you couldn't tell if he shot 70
or 100. He's so easy going and
lineup card.
just takes care of business."
English will no doubt serve
After returning every player as the catalyst with familiar
from 2014 last season, that is names Brogan Welsh and Blake
not the case this year. Four of Newsome back in the fold as
Murray High's top five play- sophomores. However, this
ers - James Boone, Noah MHS team is three months reNewsome, Bryant Foster, Sam moved from graduating four of
Super - graduated and Coach its top five players.
McDowell knew this day would
Welsh, Blake Newsome,
finally come.
Waltmon,
Nathan
junior
There was disappointment eighth-grader Jack Epperson
in 2015, when another chance were included as competitors
to take the All A Boys Golf for a top-five spot on the 2015
Region 1 Tournament champi- roster, but now all of them will
onship passed. But if there was have to step up in the lineup
any consolation, it was Preston with junior Nick Hopkins finEnglish advancing to the All A ishing out the 2016 Tigers.
Boys Golf State Tournament as
Oh, how things can change
the Region 1 individual qualifi- in a year.
rr
er.
"I'm asking Jack and Blake
English, the Tigers' top re- to step up this year without
turning player by far, has hardly having a ton of match experiseen the golf course this sum- ence, but they are excited and
mer while pursuing of a NCAA they're working for it," Coach
Division I basketball scholar- McDowell said.
ship.
Welsh and Waltmon, who
But his dedication was on battled for the fifth spot last
display last Thursday, when he season, won't have to fight
arrived at the last minute for anymore. Their leadership and
Murray High's golf scrimmage encouragement of each other is
after playing AAU basketball in evident. But that's nothing new
St. Louis. He hadn't touched a for the Tigers.
club in weeks,but shot a par 72
Murray High needs contriat Murray Country Club.
butions from a new cast, if the
"He never seems to mind Tigers expect to compete this
the pressure," Coach McDow- season.•

Tigers

a fan in a Reds jersey who
llrainer's Room
reached for a foul ball in the
Even as they get
Cardinals:
seventh, preventing him from
back,the Cardistalwarts
some
making the play. Votto glared
Aledmys
and tugged on the Reds' logo nals lost another. SS
dis15-day
the
on
went
Diaz
on the fan's jersey before heading back to his position. He lat- abled list with a broken right
er signed a baseball for the fan thumb, hit by a pitch on Sunand stopped to pose for photos day.... LH reliever Tyler Lyons
will go on the DL with a sore
with him.
knee.
right
crossing
mistake
a
"I made
Reds: SS Zack Cozart was
the stands-field boundary,"
Votto said."I misplayed it, and a late scratch from the starting
I took my frustration out on the lineup with a bruised right ring
fan. I felt bad about it. He apol- finger, injured by a ground ball
ogized, but I was the one who during batting/infield practice.
should've been apologizing to Ivan De Jesus Jr. started in his
place.II
him for bullying him."

NOW CARRYING
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States wrestle with how to regulate 3-wheeled-autocyc1es
By MATT O'BRIEN
• Associated Press

/ Ledger & Times
No. 5 during a
Aarshall County
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PROVIDENCE, RI.(AP) — It's more than a motorcycle and
less than a car. It's an autocycle, and states are wrestling with how
best to regulate this new type of vehicle.
Rhode Island has joined dozens of other states in enacting rules
classifying the autocycle and allowing drivers to operate one without a motorcycle license or endorsement. Maryland also has new
rules that it began publicizing Monday.
Autocycles have three wheels, typically two in the back and one
in the front. They also have steering wheels, foot pedals and are
sometimes enclosed. Some are designed for fun and others for fuel
efficiency; they range in price from $6,800 to as much as $65,000.
John Gablinske, 60, has been riding motorcycles for four decades, but his advancing age and the loss of some of his fingers left
him looking for an alternative. The Bristol, Rhode Island, resident
found what he was looking for this year at a Massachusetts store
selling the Polaris Slingshot.
He describes the two-seat, three-wheeled convertible as like an
"adult go-kart," but one he can ride with his wife on roads and highways at normal speeds.
"It gives me the feeling of openness without having to ride a motorcycle," Gablinske said."1 was all excited. Then I went to the registry and come to find out, they were illegal in Rhode Island."
Manufacturers, including Medina, Minnesota-based Polaris Industries, have spent years lobbying states to legalize the vehicles
and distinguish them from motorcycles so it's easier for consumers
to get one without knowing how to drive a two-wheeled vehicle.
They've also pushed to exempt riders of autocycles from having to
wear a helmet, especially if the vehicle has a hard top.
Among the most vocal lobbyists has been a company that hasn't
yet rolled out any of its futuristic-looking vehicles: Phoenix-based
Elio Motors. Touting the fuel efficiency of its prototypes, the company has already made more than 55,000 pre-sale reservations. After
years of delays, it plans to begin mass assembly of its vehicles at a
Shreveport. Louisiana, plant next year.
"You get your government stuff done first," said Joel Sheltrown,
Elio's vice president of governmental affairs and a former Michigan
legislator.
Beginning in 2014 with his home state of Michigan, Sheltrown
has worked from Vermont to Idaho,persuading state governments to

ack Cozart was
rom the starting
ruised right ring
tiy a ground ball
infield practice.
Jr. started in his

"Rhode Island did what I needed them to do, which is to exempt
from helmets and exempt from the (motorcycle) endorsement requirements," Sheltrown said.
Gablinske wasted no time and is already riding his autocycle
around his coastal town.
"It's so exotic," he said. "You're like a celebrity everywhere you
go."
Associated Press writer Brian Witte in Annapolis, Maryland,
contributed to this report.

I All diplomacy aside, everyone has their favorites, and we want to know who yours are. In preparation for our upcoming
1 'Readers' Choice 2016 section, we are asking readers to tWI us in on their area favorites from auto dealers to steak houses,
We want to know who your favorites ire! To licrd Our ‘dfei
rioll: just'iffr ouf tNi-form below and send it to us
before Friday, September 2nd, at 5 p.m.

Favorite Place to Get Carash

Favorite Elected Offtcial

Favorite Caterer

Favorite Photography Studio

Favorite Mexican Restaurant

Favorite Broker/Investment Firm

Favorite Paving Service

Favorite Jewelry Store

Favorite Asian Restaurant

Favorite Antique Store

Favorite Paint Store

Favorite Pest Control Service

Favorite BBQ Restaurant

Favorite Car Wash

Favorite Lumber Yard

Favorite Place To Get Dessert

Favorite Florist

Favorite Veterinarian

Favorite Place To Get A Barger

Favorite Auto Dealer

Favorite Furniture Store

Favorite Steak Home

Favorite Gift Shop

Favorite Oil Change Service

Favorite Place To Get Breakfast

Favorite Children's Clothing Store

Favorite Place To Get A Milkshake

Favorite Landscaping/Lawn Service

•
in
surance
Agency

vote-o
After S
tiangoot

-

Favorite Place To Eat Buffet

Favorite Appbancs Store
Favorite Bookstore
Favorite Optometrist

Favorite Cable Provider

yote'd

A,00

Favorite Framing Store

Favorite Carpet Store

Favorite Drug Store

Favorite Place To Get Home Cooking

Favorite Physical Thera

Favorite Attorney
Favorite Orthodontist

Favorite Towing Service

Favorite Tanning Salon
Favorite Family Practitioner

Wel
Cafe

Favorite Heating & Cooling Service

Favorite Bank
Favorite Day Care

Favorite Plumbing Service

Favorite Bank Teller

Favorite Coffee Home

"me Wide arm of lirel)

Favorite Auto Repair

Favorite Restaurant

Favorite Chiropractor

Favorite Consignmesit Shop

Favorite Place To Get Pim

Favorite Real Estate Agency

Favorite Thrift Store

Favorite Lunch Spot

Favorite Real Estate Agent

Favorite imamate Agency

Favorite Grocery Store

Favorite Gm Station

Favorite Gotham Store

Favorite Liquor Store

Favorite Ladies Clog Stirs

Favorite WM Ky. Newspaper

V1.111(1 'I

Favorite Hardware Store

Favorite Radio Personality

Gas
Station

ATV

A MAXIMUM OF FIVE BALLOTS PER INDIVIDUAL VOTER WILL BE COUNTED. Photo copies of ballots
will not be accepted. Good luck and thanks for your participation. Look for your local favorites in our special
"Best of Calloway County Readers' Choice 2016 section published in October. Mail ballot to or drop off at:

Favorite Sailor Livhig Couenumity

Favorite God Course

Favorite Pet Groomer
Favorite Dame Shop
Merle Donee sdi.

MURRAY
Name:

I Phone-.

_

Favorite Meets Center
Favorite Hair Saba

Favorite Dentist
Favorite Place To Get Fast Food

A
Jewel
"
Store

Favorite Barber Shop

Favorite After 5 Hangout

TO

'“..•••

Retaurat4t

TO THANK YOU FOR YOUR PARTICIPATION, YOUR NAME WILL AUTOMATICALLY BE ENTERED
INTO A RANDOM DRAWING TO WIN ONE OF TWO $100 CASH PRIZES.
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the 15-day clisa broken right
a pitch on Sun!ver Tyler Lyons
DL with a sore

pass legislation allowing the three-wheelers on the road.
Many of them have, but laws vary from state to state. Some require seat belts, air bags and roll cages. Others require helmets but
make exceptions based on the age of the driver and whether the vehicle's cab is open or closed.
In Maryland, where the state transportation agency held an event
Monday to publicize new rules, helmets are required with a convertible but not with a hard top. The rules took effect last month.
Rhode Island's autocycle law was enacted last month.

Iris TIME AGAIN TO VOTE FOR YOUR FAVORITE
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PAUL SANCYA/Associated Press
The Elio, a three-wheeled prototype vehicle, rolls in traffic in Royal Oak, Michigan, as seen in this 2014 photo. Last month,
Rhode Island joined dozens of other states enacting new rules classifying the autocycle, allowing drivers to operate one without
a motorcycle license or endorsement.

LEDGER&TIMES
PO Box 1040, Murray, KY 42071 •
1001 Wilbert' Ave., Murray, KY 42071

I CONTEST RULES:
• 1. Must be at least 18 years of age to enter. Employees of this newspaper and their families are not eligible. 2. E_ntries must be received by this
newspaper before 5 p.m. on Fri., Sept. 2nd. 3. Cash prize winners will be selected via random drawing. Decision of newspaper is itnal. 4. At Meet 10 II
categories must be filled in for your beMot to be valid and counted. &
entries should contain the name of a business unless otherwise
specified.& Entries Must include
Malts & phone number to be valid mil mounted.
ow me IMP MO OM MINI MID MB OM NM OM we we MI MIN UM Mill WIN
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City of Murray Sanitation Department
In cooperation with the
Bill Wens
Make-a-Difference Day!

'
e
Murray Ledger & Times.Classified Manager -,
classifiedemurrayiedflic

BUYING, BUYING, BIAING
Wrecked, running and non-running
Autos, Battenes, and all Aluminum
KEY RECYCLING
1990 STATE ROUTE 121 SOUTH
270-759-9694

are providing a

•

I
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I 1 11.
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BUSINESS &
SERVICE DIRECTORY

UPI
Notes

Lain
Intim

Loan
noise

"'I SEPTIC Cl EANINC: LJE

RESIDENTIAL & COMMERCIAL
270-753-9224 NICK MCCLURE-Mr&
Thank you tot yok.,

MURRAY-CALLOWAY COUNTY
ZD. oEyecare Specialties

HOUSEHOLD HAZARDOUS WASTE

308 S. 12th
Murray
270-759-2500

"Eyeglasses
'Contacts
.Eye Disease

E-SCRAP COLLECTION EVENT

murrayeyecare.com
Mina

Location: Roy Stewart Stadium
Parking Lot
maintains Inc 119111 to reject or edit airy
submitted matter

Amok

bilks

flartSaver
Today
Wanly

Naha

Hours: 9:00am to 12:00pm

IMMEDIATE OPENING

For more information contact:
The City of Murray Sanitation Department at
(270) 762-0380

Apply in person at:

classifiedemurrayledgetrom

or stop by our
office at 1001 Whitnell Avl
•Office Hours:
Monday-Friday
8:00 a.m.-5:00 p.m.
• Fax:(270) 753-1927

010

010

Legal
Notice

Leal
Notice

504 North Cherry Street, Kentucky 42071
Calloway County Property Valuation
Administrator Map Number: 009-0-0023-00012
The Property Owners should contact the Attorney
for the City of Murray, William C. Adams III, 291
Main Street, Murray, Kentucky 42071,(Telephone:
(2701753-1292), within thirty (30) days of the date
found below. A copy of the Order may be reviewed
at 291 Main Street, Murray, Kentucky 42071.
ENTERED on this the 12 day of July, 2016.
Jack D. Rose, Mayor
City of Murray, Kentucky
Tim Fortner
Code Enforcement Official, City of Murray
Keith Miller
Building Official, City of Murray

to get the latest news &
don't forget to check out
the full edition on our
website
www.murrayledger.com!

Local Delivery
$39.00
$65.00
$119.00

3 mo.
6 mo.

12mo.

Rest of K\
49.00
$90.00
$135.00

3 ma
6 mo.
12 mo

Out of State
$85.00
$110.00
$160.00

3 mo
6 mo.

12mo.
.11

Maine
Address_
City
zip

State
Daytime Phone

Murray Ledger & Times
P.O. Box 1040
Murray,Ky 42071
(270) 753-1916

FOR RENT
C AL L

FT.

270-293-9690

If found please return
to Murray Calloway
County Senior Center.
or call 616-308-0298.
Reward Offered.
FRESH COUNTRY
SAUSAGE &
FARM RAISED BEEF
Saturday At
Downtown Farmers
Market
Corner of 5th & Maple
STUBBLEFIELD
FARM
270-753-3187
ADVERTISERS are
requested to check the
first insertion of their ads
for any error
Murray Ledger S Times
aS be responsible for
only one incorrect insertion Any error should be
reported immediatery so
corrections can be made
THE Murray Ledger &
Times considers its
sources reliable, but
Inaccuracies do occur
Readers using this
Information do so at
their own risk. Although
persons arid companies mentioned herein
are belawed to be reputable, The Murray
Ledger 8 Times, nor
any of its employees
accept any responsibility whatsoever for their
activities

ISOM'

CHILDCARE
Professional wanted
for area center teacher
WI experience preferred. 270-753-2077.
SCOTT Pest Control is
accepting
applicafor
tions/resumes
Termite/Post
Technician. Must be at
least 21 years old,
have a valid drivers
license, be able to pass
drug test and criminal
check.
background
Must have dependable
transportation to work.
May pick up and drop
off applications at 4.066
Murray Hwy. Hardin,
Ky. No phone calls
please.
TAKING Applications
for Lawn Tech.
510412/hr.
Drivers License
required.
Call between the hours
of 8am - 10am. 270978-7157.
Selling your
motorcycle or ATV?

Call us, we'll

200 E. Main Street
Murray, KY

be

glad to help.
Murray Ledger
Times
270-753-1916

490

2011 Must
mium, m:
Black 60,
$17,500
9293
530
41111

KEY MINI-WAREHOUSES
----• 1850 State Route 121South •---Murray, KY 42071
270.753.5562
Located at Key Auto Parts

I

The City of Murray has the
following job oportunity:

METER READER
(PART-TIME)
Starting pay rate:
$12.18 /hour

positions
Full-time
available. Sign-on
bonus included
RN / LPN
Must be a
state-licensed nurse.

OCCUPATIONAL
THERAPIST
Must be a licensed and
qualified occupational
therapist.

ACTIVITY
ASSISTANT
Experience coordinating senior activities
preferred.
FLOOR TECH
Floor care and/or
custodial experience
preferred.
We offer great pay and
benefits in a
team-oriented
environment.
Cindy Ivy
270-443-6543
270-4.42-3312 Fax
544 Lone Oak Rd.
Paducah, KY 42003
Cynthia_lvy0icca.com
LifeCareCareers.corn
An Equal Opportunity
Employer 76984

5X10..$20.00
10X30..$60.00
10X24..$50.00
10)(12..622.50

10X20..$45.00
10X10..$30.00
I OX 1 5..$35.00
Deposit Required

Apply at www.murrayky.gov/jobs

Deadline for receiving applications:
4:00 p.m. Friday, August 12, 2016

436-5141
ABLE Ha
out garag
junk & tree
AMERICA
Housewife
your home
cial buildi
4/days w
Experienci
vaccuming
ences. Li
8762

The City of Murray is an Equal Opportunity Employer.
r1r.
j
to Ikri

r

812 Whitnell Avenue• Murray

Cash paid for good,
used guns

H&H Guns
inside
Bensons Sporting
Goods
519 S. 12th, St.
Murray
270-753-1342
I

I

2BR Duplexes

I

Townhouses
Available NOW
starting at
5400/month
Coleman Real Estate
270-753-9898

150
Articles
For Sale
ARE Fiberglass bed
cover, for late model F150. 270-753-5693 or
270-226-3693.
TABLE Saws.
10 inch Craftsman
$75.00.
Craftsman
8 inch

$50.00.
Murray Bait Company
270-753-5693.

PILLOW Top Mattress
sets. New in Plastic.
Queen $195.00
Full $185.00
King $385.00
270-293-4121
Can Deliver. $40 Down
Take home today!

FOR SALE
VVURLITZER PIANO
Condition
Good
$300.00 Call 270-2933834

Nice 29R mobile home
No Pets 270-752-8556

Ask about our

DoIavad
specials
for all your
advertising
needs.
753-1916

1 OR 2br apts. nea
Murray
downtown
Lease and deposit
270-753
required.
4109.

I

DISCLAIMER
When accessing the
"help wanted" section
on ow classifieds
webpage at
murrayledgez.com.
you will he redirected
to jobnetwork.com
By default,
Murray and local job)
listings will appear on
this website
However. as a national
wetwite, not all listingg
on the johnetwork.com
are placed through
the Murray Ledger
Os Tunes. Please call
us if you have any
questions regarding
the Murray area
Joh listings. Thank you.

I UNIT PRICE SECURVL

Questions: Contact the MR Department at
tir€Wmurrayky.gov or 270-762-0344

PHYSICAL
THERAPIST
Must be a licensed and
qualified physical
therapist.

PHYSICAL
THERAPIST
ASSISTANT
Must be a licensed and
qualified physical
therapist assistant.

S750/MONTH

LOST Keys
Tuesday 7-26-16
key ring with several
keys including hot pink
key.

A

0.1

HEALTHCARE
OPPORTUNMES
Parkview Nursing and ,
Rehabilitation CentrIn'
Paducah

CERTIFIED NURSING
AIDE
Must be a
state-certified nursing
aide.

WAREHOUSE STORAGE

Subscribe today

3BR, 1.58A, W/D hookups, shop. South
Murray. 270-753-0259.

UNIT SIZE

In accordance with /CRS 381.770(4), KRS 65.8838
and Chapter 158 of the City of Murray, Kentucky
Code of Ordinances, the City of Murray, Kentucky,
has Ordered the demolition of structures located
upon the following parcel of Real Property:

3600 SQ.

it I 11 I

Help Waited

pUBLIC NOTICE

The Calloway County Public Library, established
under KRS 173.710, provides library services to
citizens in Calloway County, Kentucky.
In accordance with Chapters 65A and 424 of the
Kentucky Revised Statutes, the financial records of
the Calloway County Public Library Special
Purpose Governmental Entity may be inspected at
the Calloway County Public Library,
710 Main Street, Murray, Kentucky, during
administrative office hours:
Monday through Friday, 8 a.m. - 4 p.m.
Inquiries should be made to the Library Director.

MURRil

060
Lea&
tiobcs

Backed by our family's 130* years of funeral
service to Murray & Calloway Co.

MECHANIC

TV's are limited to one set per household

Legal
Notice

I 2 I IN
2232

is currently seeking a

Motor Oil, Automotive batteries, Water based paints

010

42
1•••
2
2211w••• 12.

Houses For Rant

MURRAY RENTAL & SALES

Call (270) 753-1916

email

1••••••••• 14.1roor
1 1 1 1.1 2202 tree.
•1227 1
New,.

060
Help Waled

RADIOACTIVE - smoke detectors
BIOLOGICAL - specimens, medical waste
EXPLOSIVES - ammunition, fireworks, marine flares

To Place An Ad
Or Yard Sale

Matthew
hoc. Pre-hrrangameet
Specialiet &Funeral Direct,

Irrevocable Medicaid Approved

CALL NICKI TO PLACE YOUR AD
270-753-1916

trto

UNACCEPTABLE ITEMS'

Toe.lp.a
fed.11 pa.
%ANL

Balladry

YOUR AD RERE!

Rene P

Help your Loved Ones When
They Need it the Most
& provide Peace of Mind for You

MN= • =NMI • NEM

August 6"' 2016

CLASSIFIEDS
DEADLINES

PRE-PLANNING

ems
ban
Smse laws
in the sale
of real este&
addition tu
under federal
We will
adverts%
snot in viola
msons are
&at all d
mailable cn
ruty bass
Fur turthei
Housing Ad

413drm, 3ba, $1060
1802 A Valley Dr.
270-753-8242
270-752-0313
No Utilities included.
2BR 1BA Duplex,
CHVAC, all appliances, Large Deck in
back, quiet safe
neighborhood.
$550/mo, 1 month
security, NO pets.
(270)519-4831.
No Smoking.
CALLOWAY GARDENS
ESSEX DOWNS
APARTMENTS
1BR from $345
29R from $375
270-7534556
1505 Dulguld Dr.
TOO I -4100-545-1833 est283

fitt
Large 1BR Apt. Close
to campus. NO pets
$310 plus deposit
270-556-7928
NOW LEASING
1,2 & 3bedroorn Apts
We accept Section
8 vouchers
Apply at Mur-Cal Apts
902 Northwood Dr
Monday,
Wednesday, Friday
Phone 270-759-4984
Equal Housing
Opportunity
TOO * 711
For Rent 2BR, 2BA
Apt, Located Bambie
Ct. North. No Pets No
270-841Smoking.
5653

try

270-753-3853
Wed,
Anhive
For a I your storage convenience
CHOOSE FROM OUR 4 LOCATIONS:
Atom Wet& Lock - 1611 N.12th ft
•1149C Some- 1960 N.12s

Engag:

Light, &aria); and 24/7 Surveillance

•Codood Said loot&166-amay -Bop 94E
Climate Control

Yirth

1000 A N. 12th St

P.O. Box Murray FY 42071
Office 170 753 2905 fax 270 753 9505
carlandtentill$ ,7thoil.corn
J&L RENTALS
MINI-STORAGE

720 S. 4TH ST.
Comer of 121 S &0lsndS
10X10'S &10x15's
(270) 293-6907
PREMIER
MINISTORAGE
-inside climate control
storage
'Security alarmed
•Safe & clean
•We sell boxesl
.We rent U-Hauls.
753-9600.

G&C
STORAGE and
PROPANE
119 E MAIN ST
270)753-6266
HOURS
MON-FRI
13 00-400
SATURDAY
8 00-12 00

Let u•
ye

Cele,
270-7r
New Climate
Contralte
Storage Unit
Available'

ROL Storage, L
4140 S. Ith St.

Sunbury Circle
Multiple sizes, ,
inlark
remodeled
781-7557

ASF Warehousing
Near MSU $20-50.
753-7868

C•
Mu
Led'
Tim

DOG Obedience.
glendhenmere.corn
(270)436-2858

Subscribe to
The Murray Ledger & Times

iger & limes

Murray Ledger & Times

Wedasidsy,Mewl 3,MU•38

nom COM
AUSTIN Auction
Saneksi
All types Auction
(Minton, KY
270-705-4859

TRAVIS
ASPHALT

270-293-4256
Murray Ledger & Times Fan
Hernia% Ad Notice
AI real ogle advertised been
Ribied to the Federal Far
Houitig Act which man it
illegal kr advertise any Fence. Illataban
discranaabon bowl ea rack ack fellerz, handicap, familia status or national origin, or intention lo make any sich preference% tunitations or disaffirmbra
Scale laws forbid discrimanatan
in the sale, rental or advertnang
of real estate based on tadors an
addition to those protected
under federal law
We will knowingly acrept any
for red estate which
ts not w vIcation of the law. Al!
persons are hewer informed
that all dwellings agi vertised are
available on an equal two,runity basis.

E ACI A

4thfrt15111f

RE

assistance With Fie
blousing Adyerusulg requirements, contact NAA Counsel
Rene P Miiam.(V)645-100

For huther

Matthew [men
Pre-Arrangernent
5. Funeral DIrectc,

ars offuneral
way Co.

MOO'S
CO/tCrett/
•Onveways
•Pauos
*Stamping
•Garages
*Dirt Work
•Lic & Ins.
Jeff Moor*
031-289-firn

New 2-4
Bedroom homes in
Riverfield Estate
SBG Real Property
Professionals
270-293-7872

Since 1986
Residential &
Commercial
Licensed & Insured
All jobs - big or small

ALS6vatu_dataVisise

FUTRELL'S
TREE SERVICE

Waist Demaged Roars
Braces & Rxr Joists
Remodeing & Plurrting

•Trimming
•Removal
•Stump Grinding
•Firewood
•Insured

WI Do hstranoe Work
Jan & Mastercard Asepted

DC CANDScAP/Av
•PRissrme w4sAimic
.144'41 C4Pf

Hill Appliance
Repair

•RES/06V7/4i
•Commeacmi
qv

Mis

lio

weekly & special pickups
ty owned/operated

Serving
West Kentucky
Jason Hill
(270) 226-0194
Service on all
major brands
Licensed & Insured

436-5141 A-AFFORDABLE Hauling. Clean
out garages, gutters,
junk & tree wort

•Yard Work

270-759-1151
270-293-2783
270-293-2784

sap*Iii Ski

MEMO'

•Pressure Washing
*Gutter Cleaning

Gaillimorre EllectrIc_al Contractors, LLC

Gallimore
Electrical Contactors,LLC

MITCHELL
BROS.
PAVING

Get an ad this
size for one
month for only
$300!

lodystrlaUCessisrdaUllssidestlal
James C.Gamin
WWW.4ECMURRAY.COM

•Asr•
•ii.•
•Seal Coating
Striping
• License,1-InsurP

(270)759-0890
PRESSURE WASHING
-CONCRETE -SIDING -DECKS

YEARRY'S Tree and
Lawn Service.Licensed
and insured. Free estimates. 270-436-2562,
270-226-4504

AMERICAN FILIPINO
Housewife cleaning in
your home or commericial building available
4/days week. 25yrs
Experience at moping,
vaccuming. With references. Lisa 270-9708762

OTICE
MURRAY

270.206.2517

BACK TO SCHOOL WORD SEARCH
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Weddings

LESS THAN

Locally Owned & Operated Murray, KY
Brandon Wells
270-293-1279

GAME CENTER

853

-,,........„
_..miemommmes
ACTUAE!
...u.,SIZ
LAD

*Handyman Services

(270) 759-0501

www.hillelectric.com

Required

Over 28 Years
Experience

40 years experien

753-9562

.$45.00
.$30.00
.$35.00

293-4020

David 270-227-1106

Gary 270-227-0420

Hill Electric

rts

(270)

(270)489-2839

shop. South

I South •---'1

270-227-3513
Ask for Mike

For Sills

2011 Mustang GT premium, manual trans.
Black 60,600 miles.
$17,500 call 731-3369293

DUSES

270-293-3108
Ask for Jease

PRESCOTT
ROOFING

David's Home
Improvement
LLC

270-998-7/57

xage Amide

s. Ins

Zach 270-873-7700

Used Cars

tses For Rent

270-293-5949

FRAME'S
TREE
SERVICE

731-247-5422
270-293-2643

=NM IMMII•1111
0.141101-1111•17,

'
For ALL your
Gravel Hauling
Needs'

Yihi vow it,
We kill mew it!

270-293-3248

COWT4CT Scorr

AD

Mon-is Family
Farms

Free tstistites

Licensed &
Insured

Estill

iF MURRA)

Rh T
Lawn Service

GARY W. DICK
ELECTRIC

6
1
8
9
5
3
2
57_ _

Difficulty Level ***

FRENCH
GEOGRAPHY
GRADES
GRAMMAR
HISTORY
HOMEWORK

MATH
PROFESSOR
QUIZ
TEACHER
TESTING
TUTOR

Sudoku is a number-placing puzzle based on a 9x9 grid with
several given numbers The object is to place the numbers 1 to
Sin the empty squares so that each row, each column and each
3x3 box contains the same number only once. The difficulty level
of the Conceptes Sudoku increases from Monday to Sunday

By Dave Green

45
9
3
4
2
2
5
1
6
'7
, 1..
5 _ 8
4
7
_3. 9
11/03

Answer to previous puzzle
4 5 7 6 3 9 8 2 1
3 2 1 7 8 5
6 9 8,2

6 4.9

4 1 357

56 239 4 1 78
734 1 68 295
81 9
1 73
4

5 7

2 46 3

9 2 6 58 4

946

8 5 3 71 2

-2 8 5

4 1 7 936

0111k•ly Wei *5

CROSSWORDS

ACROSS
1
Reached base, in a way
5
Church group
9
Touch base
11
Ping producer
12
13
14
15
17
19
20
21
22
24

Dwelling
Golf feat
Nonsense
African capital
African capital
Spare tire
Sword material

26
29
30
32
34
35

African capital
Heir, at times
Geography class aid

36
38
39
40
41

Binding need
Broadcast
More reasonable
Pants part
Musical symbol

DOWN
1
Kick off
2
Dozen for Hercules
3
Catching call
4
Failure
Shower need
5
6
7
8
10
11
16
18
21
23
24
25
27
28
29
30

Simple card game

PEDANT
SORT
URAN I A
ACHE
PAN) CBUTTON
MESSY
FEAR
EROS
JILL
MUSTER
LAP
HEY
AL I
GETSON
CEDE
DECO
PARS
OPART
BELLYBUTTON
AMID
INLINE
NUTS
TEEMED

Fall mo.
So far
Spoil
Precise
Naughty act
African capital

Like neon
"Yeah, right!"

31
33
37

Hire
Evoke
Pay for everyone
Some teas
Convoy truck
Not seasonal
Still life fruit
Sirius, e.g.
Is real

1

2

Demand

4

5
10

9

6

7

8

11

13

12
1411
17

15

18
19

18

1.

20
dIR
23
dIll
28

ill
32

33

Mildi
33
Illil
*

Bush family dog
Sweater yarn
Secant's reciprocal
Some steaks
Long stories

3

38

dIURU
ill

dill
ill

MI
dill

Boyfriend fights woman's effort Transition into menopause can
last for several years
to end her 10-year obsession

Tea years ago
, Pictured are Matt Mattingly, administrative director for Murray;
Eleanor Mills, assistant M1SD superintendent for Curriculum and
Instruction, Sec. Robbie Rudolph,
E,xecutive Cabinet secretary; Gov.
Ernie Fletcher and Sen. Ken Winters, R-Murray, presenting a check
for $56,800 to Murray Independent
Schools. This project involves the
Construction of sidewalks along
Poplar, Broach, Main and 10th
Streets, traffic-calming measures
including the installation of strobe
lights, crosswalks and signage and
funding for educating students and
the community regarding safety issues.
Merryman Kemp, First District
Governor of Kentucky Federation
Of Women's Clubs, is shown installing new officers of the Murlay Woman's Club which includes
Stacey Wortham, president; Gale
Vinson, first vice president; Jackie
Helm, second vice president; Virginia Randolph, recording secretary
and Cathy Pigg, treasurer.
The Murray High School varsity
cheerleaders, under the direction of
head coach Jill Herndon and assistant coach Mallory Cathey, returned
from Western Kentucky Universiry's National Cheerleaders Association Cheerleading Camp with numerous awards.
Twenty years ago
. Murray Rotary Club recently
welcomed four new members to
the organization during its regular
Thursday meeting. New members
are Chris Whitaker, Kentall Inman,
Mark Edwards and Kevin Adams.
By Mayor Bill Cherry's recollection, Gov. Paul Patton spent more
time in Murray than any other governor in recent history. Patton spent
most of the day in Murray attending Sunday services at First Baptist
Church and having lunch at Martha's Restaurant.
:Thirty years ago
This is the 18th year for the annual
Shriners Golf Tournament and the
18th year that Carroll Volkswagon
Audi Mazda has donated a car for
the tourney's hole-in-one contest.
Pictured is Tommy Carroll and Ed

Carroll showing the car they are donating to this year's event.
Murray-Calloway County HosDEAR ABBY: I'm obsessed
pital's public relations people who
with having sex. I can't stop. Ever
handle its publications are shown
since I was 8 I've been having sex,
adnunng one of the major awards and now I'm 18. I have a boyfriend
recently won at the annual meet- I've been dating since l was 8,and
ing of the Kentucky Society for we can't stop having sex. I want to
Hospital Public Relations in Loustop, but he
isville. Pictured is Kathy Hodge,
doesn't want
director; Wanda Culp and M.
to. I keep on
doing it beC. Garrott, both PR assistants.
cause he says
Ellen Hogancamp of Murray won
if I don't
the girls 16 division of the Hopkinshe'll
leave
ville Junior Classic last week. Home. Please
gancamp and Bethany Hall lost in
help. What
the doubles finals.
do I do? -Forty years ago
OBSESSED
Kimberly Johnson and Buffy
Dear Abby
IN MIAMI
Stokes won national titles and troDEAR
by
phies at America's Youth on Parade
o b Abigail
Contest held last week at Notre
SESSED:
Dame University, South Bend, InVan Buren
There
are
diana.
worse things
New Murray City Planner Steve than losing a boyfriend who threatZea has begun his duties at Murray ens to dump you if you don't have
. sex with him. Chief among them is
City Hall on Aug. 2.
having sex with someone because
Fifty years ago
Murray Board of Education has you have been coerced. Because
completed its staff for the 1966-67 you feel you are -obsessed," you
called a sex adschool year including Fred Schultz, may have what is
diction.
superintendent; Preston Holland,
Licensed psychotherapists treat
assistant superintendent; Eula Mae
people with sexual compulsive
Dougherty, general supervisor; disorders, and self-help groups
Prentice L. Lassiter, director of help individuals suffering because
pupil personnel; Mary Louise Bak- they can't control their sexual beer, lunchroom supervisor and Ruth havior. A 12-step program that
Lassiter, finance officer.
has been mentioned before in my
Sixty years ago
column is Sexaholics Anonymous,
which originated in 1979 and is
Murray swept the state American
Legion Baseball Tournament by based on the same principles as
edging Lexington inn the second of Alcoholics Anonymous. Its weba two-game series at Holland Field. site is sa.org. Visit it to find a local
Murray's Tommy Wells, Thurman meeting.
Baker and Dick Stout were Murray
DEAR ABBY: Within the last
pitchers.
year, I met an amazing man who
Recent births reported at the Muris head over heels for me. We were
ray Hospital include a girl to Mr. married five months later, partly
and Mrs. James Harrison.
because he was deploying. I had
Frank Gould of Paducah will be always dated "bad- boys with
the speaker and Josiah Darnell of commitment issues, but now I
Mruray will be song leader for a have a wonderful husband.
gospel meeting at Green Plains
Everything happened so fast.
I'm now having to put the career
Church of Christ.

Today is Wednesday, Aug. 3, the
216th day of 2016. There are 150
days left in the year.
Today's Highlight in History:
On Aug. 3, 1966, comedian Lenny Bruce, whose raunchy brand of
satire and dark humor landed him in
trouble with the law, was found dead
in his Los Angeles home; he was 40.
On this date:
In 1492, Christopher Columbus
set sail from Palos, Spain, on a voyage that took him to the present-day
Americas.
In 1807, former Vice President

Aaron Bon went on trial before a
federal court in Richmond, Virginia,
charged with treason. (He was acquitted less than a month later.)
In 1914, Germany declared war
on France at the onset of World War
In 1921, baseball commissioner
Kenesaw Mountain Landis refused
to reinstate the former Chicago
White Sox players implicated in the
"Black Sox" scandal, despite their
acquittals in a jury trial.
In 1936,Jesse Owens of the United States won the first of his four

gold medals at the Berlin Olympics
as he took the 100-meter sprint.
In 1949, the National Basketball
Association was formed as a merger of the Basketball Association of
America and the National Basketball League.
In 1958, the nuclear-powered
submarine USS Nautilus became the
first vessel to cross the North Pole
underwater.
In 1972, the U.S. Senate ratified
the Anti-Ballistic Missile Treaty between the United States and the Soviet Union.

LONDIE
I'D LIKE TO THROW A SURPRISE
PARTY FOR THE FINEST BUNCH
OF EMPLOYEES IN THE WORLD

NO PROBLEM...MY
RATE FOR THAT
WILL BE $1,500

TRUTH BE TOLD, ONLY
NINE OR TEN OF THEM
ARE WORTH ANYTHING

WONDERFUL/ HOW MANY
`1 EMPLOYEES ARE WE
TALKING ABOUT?

son wors

MEAN
SINCE
'TO MAKE SOMETHING
SMALLEr.,.

-WHY WOULD ANYBODY
USE THE ONE WITH TWO
EXTRA LETTERS?

I worked very hard for on hold. I
love him very much, don't get me
wrong, but all the drastic changes have me feeling confused and
scared. I feel we may have rushed
into marriage too soon. Regardless, this is where we are now.
Any insight? -- NEWLYWED IN
UTAH
DEAR NEWLYWED: To be
honest, MOST people feel a degree of fear and confusion when
they find themselves in unfamiliar territory. On the plus side, you
have married a winner after dating
a series of turkeys.
Because your husband is deployed, you now have a chance
to start evaluating various ways to
apply your talents and experience
with an eye toward restarting your
career or finding a new one. If your
husband intends to make a career
of the military, research jobs you
can do regardless of where he may
be posted.
DEAR ABBY: My husband
has ongoing relationships with
two of his exes' daughters. One
girl's mother is deceased, and he
has been divorced from the other for more than 20 years. He allows them to call hint "Dad" even
though they are adults and he has
been married three times over.
I don't understand why he has
allowed this to go on, but he blows
me off when I bring it up. Am I
being petty for having concerns,or
should I just let them be? -- CONCERNED SPOUSE
DEAR CONCERNED: Yes,
you are being petty. Your husband
may have been the most stable
and loving parental male figure in
those women's lives, which is why
they still call him "Dad." Their relationship should not diminish the
one he has with you, unless you
make them feel unwelcome because of your own insecurity. So
put on &smile,set out the welcome
mat and befriend them, and I predict you will reap big dividends.

DEAR DOCTOR K: I am in
my early 40s. Over the past several
months, my periods have become
less regular. Sometimes my flow is
lighter than normal, other times its
heavier. Is this perimenopause?
DEAR
READER:
It
could
be, though
you're a bit
young.
As
woman
• a
approaches
menopause,
periods often become
Dr. Komaroff irregular. A
is
woman
said to be in
menopause
Dr. Anthony
after
she
Komaroff
has gone for
one full year
without periods. The transition into
menopause is called perimenopause. This phase begins when a
woman notices changes in her cycle, usually in her mid-40s. It ends
with menopause. Perimenopause
usually lasts three to five years -but it can take as few as two years
or as many as eight years for some
women.
A woman's ovaries produce eggs
and the female hormones estrogen
and progesterone. These hormones
control a woman's periods and
other processes in her body. As a
woman approaches menopause,
her ovaries make less and less of
these hormones.
As hormone levels fall, a woman's pattern of menstrual bleeding
usually becomes irregular. A woman can have irregular periods for
several months to years before her
periods finally stop. Many women
experience light, skipped or late
periods during perimenopause.
However, there also can be heavier and more prolonged bleeding
during perimenopause. This may
be caused by progesterone levels
that drop faster than estrogen levels.

Another common symptom of
perimenopause is hot flashes. A hot
flash is a feeling of suddenly being
hot, flushed and uncomfortable.
Hot flashes come in bursts or flushes that usually last a few seconds to
a few minutes. They are caused by
changes in the way blood vessels
relax and contract, and are thought
to be related to the changes in a
woman's estrogen levels. They
may also be related to brain hormone levels that act on a woman's
ovaries to affect their production of
estrogen.
As estrogen levels fall, the vagina's natural lubricants also decrease. In some women,this causes
vaginal dryness. The lining of the
vagina gradually becomes thinner and less able to stretch. These
changes can cause sex to be uncomfortable or painful. They can
also lead to inflammation in the
vagina.
Depression also may occur at
a higher rate in perimenopausal
women than in premenopausal
women. And women with a history
of depression are prone to flare-ups
during perimenopause. (Though
non-hormonal events such as career challenges and children leaving home may affect depression
as much or more than hormone
changes.) Weight gain is also common around perimenopause.
Some of the symptoms and
complications of perimenopause
improve with time -- particularly
the irregular bleeding. Other symptoms persist into menopause, such
as hot flashes, vaginal dryness and
depression.
We've discussed in this space
before that the belief that menopausal symptoms tend to last no
more than five to 10 years may be
wrong. In some women,the symptoms may last much longer.
There are some simple blood
tests that your doctor can perform
to determine if you are entering
perimenopause. I'd suggest you
discuss that possibility with your
doctor.

self-addressed, stamped (68 cents) envelope to:
A COLD APPROACH
Dear Heloise: When baking your favorite BLUE- Heloise/Soups, P.O. Box 795001, San Antonio, TX
BERRY muffins or bread,fold the blueberries in last 78279-5001. When making a clear soup or broth,
and while still FROZEN. They will not bleed into
freeze any leftover to "cool" a soup without diluting
your Mixture,so no more "blue" bread. -- Cathy F.,
it. Leftover pasta is another greatfood to add to any
Conover, N.C.
soup!
-- Heloise
Cathy, thanks for the hint! It seems some folks
don't like the "green/blue" PROTECT STEMWARE
color! Another hint: Roll the
Dear Heloise: My family eats a lot of fruit, like
frozen berries in a little bit of Asian pears, that comes individually wrapped in a
flour until coated. Not only
kind of netted, plastic, stretchy material. I save all
will it help minimize the blue
pieces, and they are perfect to cover winethese
"bleeding," but it also will
and other stemware. Hope this hint helps
glasses
berries
from
all
fallkeep the
ing to the bottom while baking. anyone who is moving soon and has to pack delicate
Heloise
glassware. -- Jennifer T., Colorado Springs, Colo.
PS.: 1 don't mind the blue
Not just when moving, but when storing them
color -- it's the taste that
away!
No bumps, no chips. Thanks! -- Heloise
counts!
by
SAVE CRUMBS
LEFTOVER RICE
Heloise
Dear Heloise: I heel()throw away the last of the
Dear Heloise: Here's a use
for leftover rice that's also bag of chips or crackers (any flavor, the more the
good for moms trying to cool better). I crush them up, freeze them and add to it
down hot soup for little ones instead of using ice
whenever I get more. I add grated Parmesan cheese,
cubes. Take a baking sheet and cover it with plastic
spices
and whatever else. When I need breading for
wrap. Using a 1/3-cup measure, take the cold, leftover rice and press into the cup. Turn upside down, meat or filler for a casserole, I use these. I get commaking a mound. Cover rice mounds with another pliments all the time.-- Bette D.,Church Hill,Tenn.
piece of plastic wrap and place in the freezer. When LOBSTER BIBS
serving hot soup, place a rice mound at the bottom
Dear Heloise: I saw some light cotton covers for
of the bowl and pour hot soup over it. This will cool
chair pads with ties to attach to a chair, and realized
the soup. -- Sue in Texas
Love this soup-cooling hint, which saves money that these would be perfect adult bibs,so I purchased
and cuts down on food waste! For delicious fami- two. My husband and I love them as lobster bibs or
ly and friends'soup recipes, and some helpful soup for other messy foods. They can be laundered easily.
hints, order my soup pamphlet by going online to -- Jean M.,Torrington, Conn.
www.Heloise.com, or by sending $5 and a long,
(c)2016 by King Features Syndicate Inc.

HAPPY BIRTHDAY for Thursday, Aug. 4, 2016:
This year you could morph from your usually
charming self into an efficient yet fussy person.
The good news is that this less-amiable facet of
your personality will exist only sometimes. If you
are single, you could meet someone just by going
to the cleaner's or joining a friend at a favorite
restaurant. You smile, and others appear. If you are
attached, the two of you always have a good time
together. However, if you feel as if your sweetie
is getting grumpy, maybe it's because you have
become critical. Be more self-aware. VIRGO can
be a worrywart!
The Stars Show the Kind of Day You'll Have:
5-Dynamic; 4-Positive; 3-Average; 2-So-so;
1 -Difficult
ARIES(March 21-Apr11 19)
*** You might feel as if you have made the effort
to get past a problem that continues to follow you.
You will try to be gracious and understanding, but
are likely to be disappointed. Perhaps it is time to
try a new approach.
TAURUS (April 20-May 20)
**** You might feel as though your roommate
or partner is acting like a volcano that's about to
erupt. No matter how many times you try to placate
this person, he or she continues to put on war
paint. Communication is very active right now.
GEMINI(May 21-June 20)
***** One-on-one communication flows with
ease all morning, so much so that you might justify
turning off your phone and ignoring your emails.
You won't need to go far, because come afternoon,
you will be surrounded by friends and loved ones,
CANCER (June 21-July 22)
*** Curb a tendency to go overboard. Ask
yourself what feeling are you silting on, and then
find out why. A serious conversation takes you
,down a new path, although you could be resistant
at some point.
LEO (July 23-Aug. 22)
**** Beam in more of what you want, despite
someone's obvious resistance. As much as you
will open the door to communication, you could
find that this person suddenly gives you irrelevant
answers. Obviously, you need a different approach.

VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22)
**** You can't seem to discuss an important
topic in the morning. Perhaps taking a nap later
could relieve some of the tension. A family member
proves to be quite difficult. Once you open up later
in the day, you will feel better.
LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22)
**** Use the morning to accomplish what is
important, especially if it revolves around other
people. You can do some research, or perhaps
you will want to reach out to an expert for some
feedback. You also could receive an earful from a
confidant.
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21)
*** Stay on top of your work. No matter what you
are doing, a lot of responsibilities seem to head
your way simultaneously. You easily could feel
overwhelmed. A meeting could be more important
than you realize.
SAGITTARIUS(Nov. 22-Dec. 21)
*** Do some much-needed research before
you make a decision and/or take the lead in
an important project. Fatigue comes and goes
between spurts of anger. Ask yourself if you are
sitting on some feelings and whether they are a
result of your tiredness.
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19)
**** You might feel as if you are not fully awake
until you get into a potentially volatile conversation.
Adrenaline flows and you suddenly appear full of
energy. Look at the big picture, land share your
perspective. Listen to feedback.
AQUARIUS(Jan. 20-Feb. 18)
**** Defer to others, and youll feel more
comfortable. You might not feel as if you can carry
the banner for a particular cause. By being true to
yourself, you will gain. An important one-on-one
conversation fills in some holes in a problematic
situation.
PISCES(Feb. 19-March 20)
*** You might feel as if you are the only person
who can take the lead in an important situation.
You also have a lot of sensitive information about
this matter that you don't want to share. A boss
could pressure you to do otherwise.
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